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CHAPTER 1

The Mobile Web World

The first question you ask yourself before getting this book into your hands is: why are
we talking about performance on the mobile web as a topic? isn’t the mobile web the
same web as the one we already know?

The answer is not so simple. Yes, it’s the same web; but it’s being accessed from a very
different context, including browsers, devices, screens and networks. Those differences
have a big role in performance -or in the lack of it- and that’s why we need to pay special
attention to the web on mobile devices.

Fortunately, following the idea originally stated by Luke Wroblewski of Mobile First, if
you first apply performance techniques for mobile devices, your website will also per‐
form well and faster on other kind of devices including desktop browsers and TVs.

Mobile Performance First
If you have a multi-device web solution, starting to optimize the per‐
formance of the mobile web will also help other devices, such as
desktop browsers. While most techniques over this book can be ap‐
plied on both classic and mobile web, some of them are specific to
mobile device’s problems and therefore easier if we start with them.

Don’t get me wrong, I’m not pushing the idea of having a separate web. At the end, we
are still talking about the same content and the same services but from a different de‐
vices. In this chapter we’ll cover the differences from the desktop web, which we will
call from now on the classic web, that is the web from the main browsers on typically
desktop-based OSs, such as Windows, Mac OS X or Linux.

Therefore we’ll define the Mobile Web, as web content being accessed from a feature
phone, smart phone, tablet or wearable device. I know there are some hybrid devices
that can fit into the classic web definition, but I think we all know where the line is.
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Before getting into the performance side of the mobile web, we need to approach some
definitions and clarifications in relation with the differences between classic web plat‐
forms -such as on desktop- and web platforms running on mobile devices.

Form factors
Several form factors are available on the market, but if we focus just on mobile devices
with web platforms we can divide them into:

• TV-based devices, including: Smart TVs, Game consoles (such as Xbox or Play‐
Station) and Set top boxes (such as Chromecast, Amazon Fire TV or Roku Player)

• Desktop devices, including laptops using OSs such as Windows, Mac OS X, Linux
or Chrome OS

• Tablets
• Phablets, phones with screens bigger than 5.5”
• Smartphones, phones using a big OS such as Android, iOS, Windows or BlackBerry
• Social devices, cheap phones with web access using operating systems as Firefox

OS, Nokia Asha or feature phones
• Smartwatches

In this book we’ll focus on smartphones, phablets, social phones and tablets but some
techniques and tools might be useful also for other form factors.

Mobile Hardware
In the future it might be a point when mobile devices will be more powerful than desktop
and laptops (mostly because the technology is going in that direction), but we are not
there yet. Mobile devices have less RAM available and less powerful CPUs.

I know you might think this is not true, in an age of quad-core mobile devices but the
reality is that the average mobile device out there is not the most expensive device.

If you are reading this book, you probably don’t have an average phone
in terms of hardware and network access. When thinking about per‐
formance, always think about average users and test on those devices.

There are dozens of differences between mobile devices and classic desktop devices,
such as screen resolutions, screen densities and hardware sensors but the ones that might
affect web content’s performance are:
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• CPU, where the parsing, rendering and execution happens
• Memory, where the DOM tree, image buffers and decompression data are stored
• GPU, where -when available- some rendering happens (usually known as hardware

accelerated)
• GPU memory, where -when GPU available, some image buffers and layers are

stored

We can roughly say that in terms of CPU, average mobile devices are 5 times slower
than an average desktop device acquired at the same time. In terms of RAM memory,
the difference is around 3 times smaller.

Mobile phones are still behind desktop hardware
You can say that because the screen is also smaller having less power and memory won’t
make a big difference, but if you think about this twice that’s not really true.

The desktop computer I’m using to write this book (a high end laptop) has 8Gb of RAM,
1.5Gb of CGU memory and 1.3 millions pixels on the screen. My current phone -a high
end Android phone bought at the same time as my laptop- has 2Gb of RAM and 2
millions pixels on the screen. In terms of CPUs, they have different architectures (Intel
vs ARM) so it’s difficult to compare them by their specs, but based on CPU Boss Com‐
parison my laptop’s CPU is 2.7 times faster than my phone’s CPU.

Therefore, just in my own example, my phone has 53% more pixels to draw on the screen
with a quarter of the RAM and roughly a third of CPU power when compared to my
laptop acquired at the same time. And remember, I’m don’t have an average device. That
only means performance problems.

Mobile Networks
We have 4G now! We don’t have performance problems on the network anymore.

— a random web developer

Mobile devices connect to the network in different ways, usually using a WLAN (Wi-
Fi) connection or a cellular connection.

Wi-Fi accesses can be reliable (such as a home or office connection) or unreliable (such
as on a coffee store, a plane or a bus -which usually goes through a cellular connection).

Cellular connections are fare less reliable compared to Wi-Fi access because of the nature
of the system. We are connecting wireless through a radio to a remote wired connection
(in a cell’s tower up to a couple of miles from us). The connection changes cells, avail‐
ability and connection type frequently. More frequently if we are on the move.
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Cellular connections today are usually known with popular names as 2G, 3G and 4G.
Inside those names, several different connection types can be used, such as:

• GPRS (2G)
• EDGE (2G, 2.5G or 3G)
• UMTS (3G)
• WCDMA (3G)
• HSPA (3G)
• EVDO (3G)
• HSPA+ (3G or 4G)
• Mobile WiMax (4G)
• LTE (4G)

Distribution
While you might think that 4G is now everywhere, that’s because you are reading this
book are you are probably a techie user. The reality out there is far from being similar.

At the end of 2014, according to GSMA Intelligence 64% of the world is connected
through 2G, 30% through 3G and only 6% through 4G.

Values changes when talking about developed countries, including US, but it’s still 20%
of the users on 2G, 55% of the users on 3G and just 25% on 4G.

4G Americas has also a chart of the 4G penetration as of mid 2014, being 35% in United
States, 8% on Western Europe and 3% on Asia.

At the end of 2014, 64% of the users worldwide were using 2G con‐
nections

The other important data here is that even when you have a 4G device and you have a
4G carrier, 70% of the time you might not be using that connection but downgrading
to 3G or 2G. Open Signal has great deep information on this problem and they state
that US 4G users are not using 4G 32% of the time while in Germany it can be up to
50%.

All this data means that we will live with 2G and 3G connections for a while and we
need to take special attention to this when we are providing mobile services.
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Bandwidth
The first thing that comes to our minds when talking about 3G or 4G is bandwidth.
And it’s true: better the connection means higher bandwidth.

The bandwidth available in average in each type of connection is:

Table 1-1. Mobile network speeds in Megabits/second (Mbps)
network minimum maximum averagea

2g (edge) 0.1 0.4 0.1

3g 0.5 5 1.8

4g 1 50 3.4 (HSPA+), 7.5 (LTE)

Wi-Fib 1 100 6.1
a data by Open Signal State of LTE Report
b measured by Open Signal on mobile apps

However, the question for us is: how important is the bandwidth when we are delivering
mobile web content? More bandwidth is usually better but the difference will not be
huge because we are transferring just a bunch of small files. If you are doing video
streaming then bandwidth will be more important.

Latency
And here comes the biggest problem on mobile networks: the wireless network laten‐
cy. The latency is the time it takes for the mobile device to send a data packet to the
server. Usually we measure the Round Trip Time (RTT) latency, that is the time it takes
to get the first byte from the server after making a request.

Latencies can be up to 1 second on 2G networks, that means the browser will wait 1
second per request before starting to receive any actual data. Even on 4G (that remember,
it’s just a small percentage of users worldwide) the RTT can be up to 180 milliseconds.
Just to make a comparison with your home wired connection, a DSL in United States
has a RTT latency of 20 to 45 seconds.

The next table shows you the latencies we can found today in mobile networks.

Table 1-2. Mobile network speeds in milliseconds
network minimum maximum average compare to average home]

2g (edge) 300 1000 +20x

3g 150 450 +9x

4g 100 180 +4x
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Latency RTT is a big problem for the mobile web, because a typical
mobile website or web app is a group of small files that travels through
the network as several request, each one with one RTT overhead.

If you are wondering why do we have the RTT latency, it’s caused by the network ar‐
chitecture involving:

1. The travel time from our phone to the cell tower (wireless)
2. The travel time from the cell tower to the carrier gateway (wired or wireless)
3. The travel time from the carrier gateway to the internet (mixed)
4. The same travel time (1 to 3) in reverse order

When you are connecting to the web using a home or office connection you are skipping
travel times 1 and 2 from the previous list.

Radio state
The final characteristic of a mobile network is radio state changes. Your mobile device
has a radio, that is the one used to send and receive data from the cell tower. That radio
consumes battery, so the mobile OS usually tries to save its usage to reduce battery
consumption.

That means that if no app is using the network, the mobile device will switch the radio
from active state to idle state. As a user, you don’t know the current radio’s state. When
any app or website is trying to gather some data again from the network, the device will
restart the radio, and that usually involves time. On 3G connections, the time can be up
to 2.5 seconds, while on 4G connections less than 100 milliseconds.

Therefore, if the radio was in idle state, the first RTT latency will also have an overhead.

You might be thinking: I’m not a network operator, what can I do
from a web point of view about this? Later in this book we’ll see
techniques and best practices to improve performance and percep‐
tion thanks to having an understanding of these network problems.

Mobile Operating Systems
For the purpose of this book we’ll focus our attention into the main mobile operating
systems based on current market share. Most of the explanations and techniques will
also be useful for other OSs and we’ll make some comments when something might be
different.
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Main operating systems:

• iOS
• Android
• Windows

On Windows we’ll focus on the versions available at phones (formerly known as Win‐
dows Phone) with some comments on Windows for tablets.

Fire OS is an operating system created by Amazon which powers the
Kindle Fire series and the Fire Phone. Fire OS is a UI layer on top of
Android, so from an OS’ perspective we’ll be considering it as An‐
droid. Nokia had a similar approach for one year with Nokia X, an
Android-based platform that was canceled by Microsoft in mid-2014.
Both projects are using different web runtimes and web browsers
compared to the original standard Android flavors meaning differ‐
ent techniques to test and debug for performance.

Besides the main operating systems, on the mobile space today we can also find devices
using:

• BlackBerry 10
• Firefox OS
• Tizen
• Sailfish

There are also obsolete operating system that we won’t cover in this book for being less
than 0.5% of the market at the time of this writing and because they don’t have any
future, including:

• Symbian
• MeeGo
• webOS
• Nokia Series 40

While most techniques in this book will be also useful on desktop
devices, we will not focus here on Windows for desktop, Mac OS X,
Linux or Chrome OS.
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Engines
Before getting into the analysis of the current state of the mobile web, let’s make a quick
review of web rendering engines and execution engines that will be useful to understand
some references in the rest of this book.

Rendering engines
The rendering engine (also known as layout engine) is the code that will be downloading,
parsing and rendering your HTML and CSS code on the screen, as well as other related
content, such as SVG or images.

With regard to mobile devices, the king of rendering engines was WebKit for years,
empowering browsers on iOS, Android, BlackBerry, Symbian and many others.

Today, in the mobile space we can find the following rendering engines available:

• WebKit
• Blink
• Trident
• Gecko
• Presto

WebKit is an open source project created in 2001 by Apple based on KHTML (other
engine available for Linux-based browsers created in 1998) to support the Safari brows‐
er. The component related to layout and rendering is known as WebCore. Many com‐
panies have been using WebKit on the mobile space for years including BlackBerry,
Nokia, Google, Samsung and Palm, besides Safari on iOS. It’s today the most used ren‐
dering engine in the mobile space.

Most of the times, when we are talking about WebKit, we are usual‐
ly talking about WebCore, a part of WebKit that is responsible for
parsing and rendering HTML and CSS

The great thing about WebKit is that most web platforms in the mobile world are using
it. This means that even on very different mobile devices we can expect very similar web
rendering with simple markup and styles, which is good news for developers. However,
it isn’t perfect —as we’ll see in later chapters many differences do exist between WebKit
implementations, as well as in HTML5 compatibility.

Google Chrome was using WebKit until 2013, when it decided to fork it and continue
it in a separate path with the name Blink. Today, in terms of performance Blink and
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WebKit are different even sharing sources. Blink empowers today Google Chrome and
Opera.

WebKit2 is a new project created from the ground up supporting a
new internal architecture that splits the web content process from the
application UI process. At the time of this writing the only mobile
browser who has supported this new version was the Nokia Brows‐
er for MeeGo, an obsolete platform today.

Trident is the proprietary engine inside Internet Explorer while Gecko is an open source
engine managed by the Mozilla Foundation. Both of them didn’t gain so much track in
the mobile space yet but they have enough market share to pay attention to them. From
Windows 10, a new fork from Trident has born on Microsoft Edge.

Finally, Opera was using Presto -their own proprietary engine- for years on their mobile
browsers. Since Opera 12, they have switched to Blink removing future updates of
Presto. However, even today there are still users browsing the web with older versions
of Opera using this engine.

Execution engines
When you have JavaScript code, the execution engine comes in action. It’s the runtime
that interprets your code, manage the memory for your variables and objects and in‐
teract with the platform behind -usually, a browser-.

We need to separate the life of JavaScript execution engines in two eras: classic and JIT
(Just in time) compilers. Classic engines were interpreting JavaScript while executing,
while JIT engines pre-compiles the JavaScript code into native code before executing it
with a big improvement in terms of performance.

The first of the new engines was Carakan, created by Opera for its desktop browser;
this was followed by V8, an open-source JavaScript engine developed by Google that is
currently used in Google Chrome and other projects such as node.js. Other modern
JavaScript engines include JägerMonkey (Mozilla Foundation), IonMonkey (Mozilla
Foundation, since 2013), Nitro (also known as SquirrelFish), and Chakra (Internet Ex‐
plorer).

Execution engines with Just in Time (JIT) compilers can run Java‐
Script code between 3 and 5 times faster on the same device.
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Old engines with no pre-compilation features are JavaScriptCore -part of the WebKit
project- and SpiderMonkey -originally on Netscape, later on Firefox-.

Web Platforms
A web platform is the scope where our web content is being executed and parsed. We
can start categorizing the mobile web platforms today into:

• Web Browsers
• Web Apps
• Web View-based content
• e-books

E-books is out of the scope of this book, but let’s say for now that latest version of epub
(the standard format for publishing ebooks) and mobi (the Amazon propietary format)
are using HTML5-based content. Therefore, interactivity comes in the form of Java‐
Script running inside the ebook reader.

While I’m pretty sure you already know what a web browser is, you might have some
doubts about the exact definition of the other platforms. Let’s so start talking about them
before getting into the world of web browsers on mobile devices.

Web Apps
While the definition is not 100% written in stone, at least from this book’s perspective,
a web app is a web content that was installed in the Applications menu or the Home
Screen of a device and it has a chrome-less user interface in the operating system.

You can think on a web app as a website on steroids; from a user’s perspective it looks
like an installed app, but from ours perspective we are talking about web content in
HTML5, CSS and JavaScript.

Web apps synonymous
Web apps are sometimes known as home screen webapps or full screen
webapps.

From a performance’s point of view, a web app includes:

• A server that is hosting the files
• A possible local resource installation
• A declaration of meta data for the installation process
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• A web rendering engine and a JavaScript execution engine loading the content, with
or without the context of a browser process

• There is no compilation or package process
• Web apps can be installed from a browser or from an app store

While on some OSs a web app runs on exactly the same engine as a
web site, on some other OSs the engine might defer meaning differ‐
ent performance measurements and techniques.

At the time of this writing, the web app platforms available are:

• iOS Home Screen Web apps
• Chrome Home Screen Web apps
• Firefox Open Web apps

There were some other platforms supporting web apps that today are considered ob‐
solete, such as Series 40 Web apps or MeeGo Web apps both from Nokia, before Mi‐
crosoft’s acquisition.

Native vs. web site vs. web app vs. hybrid
In this book I’m not getting into the discussion of which approach is the best one per
case. In this book we will cover techniques applicable for all the options but no the native.
The next table shows you the features unique to its kind:

Table 1-3. Mobile approaches
approach distribution usage development full native access

web site browser url, social sharing & search engine html5 & web no

web app browser icon html5 & web no

hybrid app store icon, custom uri (web & other apps) html5 & web yes (throught native code)

native app store icon, custom uri (web & other apps) native code yes

iOS Home Screen Web apps
On iOS -the OS behind iPhones, iPod touches and iPads- Safari has an option to Add
to the Home Screen any website. By default, when the option is activated, Safari adds a
shortcut to the website at the home screen as we can see in Figure 1-1.
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Figure 1-1. On Safari we can add a website to the Home Screen to get an icon as an
Application. Here forecast.io suggesting us the process.

If the website has the proper declaration through <meta> tags, when the user adds the
website to the Home Screen, the icon becomes a Web app. A Web app runs in full screen
mode, it appears as a full app from an OS’ perspective and it’s not running under Safari
as we can see in Figure 1-2.
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side of the scope of Safari. From an OS’ point of view, it’s a separate app from Safari.

If you have never seen a web app on iOS, you can try these exam‐
ples from Safari iOS: Financial Times, Weight Tracker or Forecast

Web apps on iOS run under a process known as Web. This process is using the same
WebCore and Nitro engine as safari but it also means it can add its own set of features
and bugs.

iOS web apps’ didn’t have the JIT Nitro engine for a couple of versions when this faster
engine appeared on Safari. This absence lead to several critics on the press about Apple
not pushing web technologies. From version iOS 5.0 the Home Screen Webapps are
using the much faster engine instead of the older JavaScriptCode.

On iOS, home screen web apps are usually target of several bugs
when a new version appears. If you are creating these kind of solu‐
tions have in mind that you should re-test your app after each iOS
release.

Chrome Home Screen Web apps
Google Chrome for Android since version 33 also supports Home Screen Web apps
using the same mechanism: the user has to use the menu to pick the option and a new
icon will appear on the Home Screen as we can see in Figure 1-3.
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Figure 1-3. Chrome on Android has the ability to install a Web app through the drop
down menu. Here we can see forecast.io installation step by step.

As in iOS, the Web App appear from an OS point of view as a different document and
in terms of performance and engines, it is using the Chrome you have installed on your
phone. That means that if you update Chrome from the Play Store, the web app’s engine
will also be updated.

Remember that a website is not a web app after adding it to the home screen by default.
The website has to declare a manifest file for Chrome to consider it as a web app. Without
the manifest, the icon on the home screen will just open Chrome as normal website.

If you want to learn more about Chrome Home Screen Web apps visit Chrome Devel‐
oper’s guide.

While sharing engine and code from Android 4.4, Home Screen Web
apps and WebViews have different compatibility and performance
while running on the same device

Firefox Open Web apps
Firefox has created an open platform for web apps, but only their products are currently
using it, including Firefox for Android and Firefox OS. Firefox OS is an operating system
available for mobile devices based on a low level Android-based core and a high level
Firefox UI.
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Figure 1-4. On Firefox OS, or Firefox on Android we can install web apps from a web‐
site or from the Firefox Marketplace

Open Web apps can be installed from any website -with a proper manifest file and a
JavaScript API- or can be installed from the Firefox Marketplace, the official store for
the platform. In the latter case, Mozilla will host the files of the web app for us.

Every app inside Firefox OS -including system apps- is HTML5-based running under
the Firefox engine behind the current version of Firefox OS. On Android, if the user
has installed Firefox manually, then she can install web apps to the home screen with a
similar behavior as in Chrome for Android. Once installed and opened, it runs under
the Firefox engine but looks like a chrome-less full app from a user’s perspective.
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Summary of Web Apps
Web apps are a way to install apps without the need of a native compilation and a store
distribution, based 100% on web content. In terms of engines available, the following
table will bring us information.

Table 1-4. Web apps’ engines
OS devices versions rendering execution process

iOS all 2.0-4.3 WebKit JavaScriptCore Web.app

iOS all 5.0+ WebKit Nitro Web.app

Android with Chrome all 4.0+ Blink V8 Chrome

Android with Firefox all 2.3+ Gecko SpiderMonkey Firefox

Firefox OS all all Gecko SpiderMonkey Firefox

Remember, when we are talking about web apps we are not packaging the contents in
a ZIP or similar container such as APKs (Android Packages) or IPAs (iPhone Applica‐
tions). We are using just a normal web server to host the files, and those files will run
in a full-screen environment.

Web Views
A web view is a native control available on most platforms (similar to Buttons, Labels
and Text Inputs) that allows a native app to include and run web content. The web view
can use the entire screen or just use a small portion of it.

While most of the techniques in this book will apply to web view-based content, on
Chapter XX we’ll focus on these platforms. We are focusing on the web view because
while sometimes sharing the same engine as the default browser on that device, per‐
formance techniques will vary.

It can be used for different purposes, including:

• Show rich content
• Execute JavaScript code
• Show animations or ads
• Show an in-app browser
• Create a pseudo-browser
• Create the entire user interface and logic with web content (usually known as a

native web app or a hybrid app), such as an app using Apache Cordova or PhoneGap.
• Create a native shell for an online web app
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While working with web view-based solutions, we need to under‐
stand that the same code on different devices might run on differ‐
ent engines. Even on the same device, after an OS update the en‐
gines will be updated meaning that our code is not guaranteed to run
in exactly the same way. If we follow good practices we will reduce
the risk of incompatibilities in the future.

Native web apps
On some platforms, we have an official platform to create native apps from web content
without creating a native project and adding a web view. These platforms are using the
web view inside.

Some platforms that will use the web view on the background are:

• Apache Cordova (also known as PhoneGap), including the PhoneGap Build service
from Adobe

• JavaScript Windows Apps
• BlackBerry WebWorks
• Amazon WebApps for Fire OS and Android
• Tizen Apps

Compared to web apps covered before, a native web app or hybrid involves:

• Packaging the web content into a zip or container
• Creating a manifest declaration
• Sign the package
• Distribute the app as a native app on app stores

We shouldn’t confuse a native web app platform running web con‐
tent on the fly on the device with cross-platform solutions that might
start with web content but will be pre-compiled into native code
before publishing them. Therefore, no Web View is involved in these
cases. Titanium Appcelerator is one example of these tools; you write
JavaScript but it will be compiled into native code.

In native web apps we are not hosting the files on a web server but inside the app’s
package. This will be a big difference when talking about performance.
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In-app browser
Some native applications have the need of showing you a web site but they don’t want
you to get out of their app. This happens mostly on iOS where you don’t have a back
button to quickly go back to the app after opening the browser. Great examples here are
the Facebook, Twitter and Flipboard.

Figure 1-5. Some iOS apps include an In-app browser mechanism, such as Facebook
that allows you to browse a friends’ suggested website without opening Safari

On Android and Windows Phone because of the back button on the screen, the user
can quickly return to the previous app after a linked website.

According to the Mobile Overview Report (MOVR) from ScientiaMobile, during 2014
5% of the web traffic coming from an iOS device was received from inside the Facebook
app.

When you see an app with an ad on iOS or Android there is a good
chance that it’s using a web view because both iAd from Apple and
AdSense from Google are using this control for in-app advertise‐
ments.

Pseudo-browser
I’m pretty sure you’ve never heard about pseudo-browsers. It’s really a new category that
I’ve created a couple of years ago. A pseudo-browser is a native application marketed
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as a web browser that, instead of providing its own rendering and execution engines,
uses the native web view.

From a user’s point of view, it’s a browser. From a developer’s point of view, it’s just the
web view with a particular UI. Therefore, we have the same rendering engine as in the
preinstalled browser, but with a different UI. These pseudo-browsers are mostly avail‐
able for iOS and Android, and they offer the same service as the native browser but with
different services on top of them.

On iOS the Web view is being upgraded with the operating system.
There is no way to update or change it as a separate component.
Because of an App Store’s rule we can’t provide our own engine inside
the iPhone App either as in other operating systems.

This can lead to some philosophical questions about what a browser is. From a devel‐
oper’s perspective, it’s important to understand that pseudo-browsers are not adding
fragmentation—they’re not new engines, but simply the web view from the operating
system.

Chrome on iOS is the best example of a pseudo-browser; because Apple has a restriction
on using third-party engines, Chrome is using the iOS Web View instead of a Blink-
based engine.

xxx

The main difference with an In-App browser is that in that case, the app is not marketed
as as a browser, you can’t say that Facebook for example is a web browser, even having
an In-App browser now on iOS and Android.

The Web View on iOS
The Web View available on iOS is WebKit based and while some people will consider
the web view as an embedded Safari, the reality is different.

First, on iOS since version 8.0 we have two Web Views available: the old one (known as
UIWebView) and the new one (known as WKWebView). While we will talk more about
this later in this book, from our point of view it’s important to understand that perfor‐
mance on both controls will be different.

Apple will discontinue the old version with time but for now, let’s say that if you are
using a web view and you didn’t explicitly changed the web view you are still using the
old one.

To clarify the engines behind iOS, let’s see the following table
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Table 1-5. iOS web engines
type versions rendering execution

Safari 1.0-4.2 WebKit JavaScriptCore

Safari 4.3+ WebKit Nitro JIT

Web app 2.0-4.3 WebKit JavaScriptCore

Web app 5.0+ WebKit Nitro JIT

UIWebView all WebKit JavaScriptCore

WKWebView 8.0+ WebKit Nitro JIT

On iOS the difference between using JavaScriptCore and Nitro with
the JIT compiler is in the magnitude of 3. That is, on the same de‐
vice, a JavaScript code running on UIWebView will be at least 3 times
slower as the same code running on WKWebView or Safari. Howev‐
er, we will see later JavaScript execution time is just one part of the
total time a page takes to load so it doesn’t mean your website loads
3 times slower.

The Web View on Android
For years the Web View on Android was the cause of many companies leaving the usage
of HTML5 for creating native apps. The Web View was extremely slow on Android 2.x,
getting better on 4.0 but not good enough until 4.4.

Until Android 4.3, the Web View was based on WebKit and from 4.0 to 4.3 it was pretty
much the same version without any changes or updates in performance or compatibility.

Because of this problem, some Android manufacturers, including Samsung and HTC
have decided to replace the default Web View with a modern version of WebKit or
Chromium -the open source version of Chrome with Blink and V8, much faster and
compatible with modern HTML5 features. The problem is that on each device and
version of the OS the version of WebKit or Chromium might be different, as well as the
features and abilities enabled.

Amazon for Kindle Fires has kept the original Android Web View but also added a
second Web View, known as Amazon Web View based on Chromium 18 from the Kindle
Fire 2nd generation. Finally, on the Fire Phone, Amazon has decided to just replace the
default web view on Android 4.2 (the version they are using) with their Amazon Web
View.

From Android 4.4 (KitKat), Google has decided to replace the Web View on Android
with Chromium to keep everything under one umbrella again, starting with Chromium
30 (equivalent to Chrome 30) and following with version 33 on the small 4.4.1 update.
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Even if a user has installed Chrome -or Chrome came pre-
installed- a user on Android 4.0-4.3 will execute Web view-based
code on WebKit and a non-JIT JavaScript engine by default.

Since Android 5.0 the Web View is based on Chromium 39 and it has become -for the
first time- updatable from the Google Play Store, meaning that the user can install new
versions of the Chromium-based Web View without waiting a next version of the OS.
Therefore now Web view-based solutions can keep up-to-date with Chrome new fea‐
tures.

The WebView world on Android looks today like the next table:

Table 1-6. Android web view engines
devices versions rendering execution

Alla 1.0-4.3 WebKit JavaScriptCore

All 4.4 Chromium 30 V8 JIT

All 4.4.1 Chromium 33 V8 JIT

All 5.0+ Chromium 37 (updatable via store) V8 JIT

Samsung 4.1-4.3 (some devices, such as S3
& S4)

WebKit V8 JIT

Samsung 4.1-4.3 Chromium (Blink) V8 JIT

HTC 4.1-4.3 WebKit V8 JIT

Amazon Kindle Fire (using
alternative webview)

4.0+ Chromium (Blink) V8 JIT

Amazon Fire Phone 4.2+ Chromium (Blink) V8 JIT
a Not including Samsung, HTC and Amazon devices with custom web views.

Intel has created an open source project -based on Chromium- called
Crosswalk that offers us an injectable WebView for Android 4.0+,
supporting latest versions of Chrome. If we use it we will be normal‐
izing all the web views on Android but delivering a bigger Android
App file.

The Web View on Windows
The web view on Windows (formerly also known as Windows Phone), such as on Mi‐
crosoft Lumia devices, is far more simple than on Android or iOS. The Web View is
using Trident and Chakra, the engines behind Internet Explorer and they will just differ
on the version of Windows up to Windows 8.1.
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For example, on Windows 8 the engine is the same as in IE10, on Windows 8.1 is the
same as in IE11. From Windows 10 on all versions (Mobile and desktop), the engine
was replaced by Edge removing all the old IE stuff.

While technically you can inject your own web view on a native desktop Windows app,
it’s not possible to do that for mobile phones at the time of this writing.

Summary of Web View
We now know that Web View engines can be pretty different on different devices -even
on the same version of the OS-. The following table shows a current state of web views
with their rendering and execution engines.

Table 1-7. Web views’ engines
OS devices versions rendering execution

iOS UIWebView all all WebKit JavaScriptCore

iOS WKWebView all 8.0+ WebKit Nitro

Android all 2.x WebKit JavaScriptCore

Android alla 4.0-4.3 WebKit JavaScriptCore

Android all 4.4+ Blink V8

Android Amazon Kindle Fire 4.0+ WebKit JavaScriptCore

Android Fire Phone 4.0+ Blink V8

Android some Samsung devices 4.0-4.3 WebKit JavaScriptCore

Android some Samsung devices 4.0-4.3 Blink V8

Android some HTC devices 4.0-4.3 Blink V8

Windows 7.5+ all Trident Chakra

BlackBerry all 7.0-10.2 WebKit JavaScriptCore

BlackBerry all 10.3+ Blink V8

Tizen all all WebKit JavaScriptCore
a Excluding Amazon, Samsung and HTC devices with custom web views

I’m not mentioning Firefox OS on the last table as there are no native apps there. Because
everything is a web app on that OS I don’t think we should consider them having a Web
View as a separate engine.

Web Browsers
When talking about the classic web, usually web browsers are the only platform the we
care about. In the mobile web, it’s for sure the most important category but not the only
one as we saw before mentioning Web Views and Web app platforms.
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Now it’s the turn of browsers. I won’t make a big list of mobile browser here, but just
enough information to understand where users are browsing the web that might affect
our performance analysis and techniques.

We have already covered the most important OSs that we will follow in this book, such
as iOS, Android and Windows. And maybe you are thinking that in terms of browsers
it’s easy: Safari, Chrome and Internet Explorer/Edge. That’s a typical mistake. That’s not
the whole reality.

Stats
Instead of just guessing we can check different sources that will give us some hints on
the current state. Unfortunately there are several sources with different measurement
methods.

If you are using an Analytics tools, such as Google Analytics, you can
check information about your own website and compare it with the
global data from the sources.

The sources available for checking information on mobile browsers are:

• Statcounter Global Stats: select mobile browsers
• Akamai IO DataSet: select mobile browsers
• MOVR - Mobile Overview Report by Scientia Mobile
• Adobe Digital Index Mobile Browser Share
• Market Share Reports: select device type as mobile
• Wikimedia Stats, public stats from Wikipedia and other websites

I processed all those sources to get some conclusions and by the end of 2014 the market
share in terms of browsers look like the next table. The table does include WebViews
when used for browsing the web, such as In-App Browsers (inside Facebook) and
Pseudo-browsers (Chrome on iOS).

Data will change radically if you count or don’t count tablets as mobile web share as
Safari for the iPad takes a lot of traffic.

Table 1-8. Mobile Web Browsers Market Share global
Browser OSs engines %

Safari and WebView iOS WebKit 50%

Android Browser Android WebKit 15%
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Browser OSs engines %

Chrome Android Blink 14%

Samsung Browser Android Blink 10%

Operaa Mixed Presto 5%

Internet Explorer Windows Trident 3%

Firefox Android & Firefox OS Gecko 1%

UC Browser mixed U3 (propietary engine) <1%

Nokia Browser Symbian WebKit <1%

Nokia Browser Series 40 Gecko <1%

Nokia Browser Android (Nokia X) Chromium <1%

BlackBerry Browser BBOS WebKit <1%

Samsung Dolfin Samsung WebKit <1%

Amazon Silk Fire OS Blink <1%
a Mostly Opera Mini

If your website or web app is targeting specific countries or re‐
gions, you should be aware that mobile browser market share might
change a lot. On Asia you will see more than 20% of UC Browser,
while BlackBerry Browser and Internet Explorer might count for
10% and iOS for only 15% in Latin America.

Cloud vs Direct Browsers
Direct Browsers get content directly from the website server, and cloud browsers (also
known as proxied browsers), which go through a proxy server on the cloud. The proxy
server usually does many of the following actions on the fly: * Reduces the content,
eliminating features that are not mobile-compatible Compresses the content (images
included) * Pre-renders the content, so it can be displayed in the browser faster * Con‐
verts the content, so we can see Flash video on devices with no Flash support * Encrypts
the content * Caches the content for quick access to frequently visited sites

Cloud-based browsers, such as Opera Mini, consume less bandwidth, increasing per‐
formance and reducing total navigation time at the same time. From a developer’s per‐
spective, the main difference is that the device is not directly accessing our web server;
it’s the proxy server on the cloud that is requesting all the files from our server, rendering
those files on the cloud, and delivering a compressed, proprietary result to the browser.

Google Chrome, Opera Mobile, Internet Explorer and Amazon Silk offer a cloud com‐
pression mechanism as an optional feature to their direct browser, as we can see in
Figure 1-6. The feature needs to explicitly been enabled by the user (Reduce Data Us‐
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age on Chrome, Off-Road mode on Opera, Compression on Silk and DataSense on IE)
and there is no data available on how many users are currently enabling the option.

Figure 1-6. Because performance is a top priority on mobile web browsing, some brows‐
ers including Chrome, Opera, IE and Silk offer you an option to enable a proxy com‐
pression option.

Pre-installed browsers
Practically every mobile device on the market today has a preinstalled browser. The
average user typically doesn’t install a new web browser; therefore, on each device the
preinstalled browser is the most-used one. One main disadvantage of preinstalled
browsers is that usually there is no way to update the browser independently from the
operating system. If your device doesn’t get operating system updates, usually you will
not get browser updates.

iOS Browsers
On iOS there is a simple and single answer: Safari. We saw that 50% of the mobile web
traffic comes from iOS and fortunately all the traffic uses the same engine.

If you are not browsing the web on iOS with Safari is because you are using a pseudo-
browser, such as Chrome, or an In-App Browser, such as clicking on a link inside Face‐
book. On any case we are using the same WebCore. The JavaScript runtime might differ
as in different versions of the web view (UIWebView or WKWebView) we have JavaS‐
criptCore or Nitro with JIT compiler.
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According to MOVR - Mobile Overview Report, 5% of the iOS traf‐
fic comes from Facebook In-App Browser, 0.5% from Twitter and 6%
from Chrome on iOS. Therefore, around 12% of the iOS traffic is
being executed on a WebView and not inside Safari.

Android Browsers
Some developers and designers think that if we are talking about Android Browser we
are talking about Google Chrome. Unfortunately, that’s not the reality.

Android, as an open source operating system, doesn’t include Chrome (not even today).
It includes a Chromium-based web view since 4.4 and it had included a Browser up to
4.3, based purely on WebKit. This browser is usually known as Android Browser, Stock
Browser or Android WebKit. The browser while sharing roots with Chrome on WebKit,
it’s a very different app in terms of performance and web compatibility as you can see
in Figure 1-7.

Figure 1-7. Here we can see HTML5test.com results on Android Browser 2.3, 4.0, 4.3
compared with Google Chrome.

From Android 4.4, Google has decided to remove support for that browser but it didn’t
replace it by Chrome either (at least not technically). I know you’ve seen several Android
4.4+ devices with Chrome pre-installed. That is because the manufacturer (Samsung,
HTC, Motorola, Sony, etc.) signed a separate agreement with Google to include Play
Services and Google’s apps that are not part of the Android OS, such as Maps, GMail,
Inbox, Play Store and Google Chrome.
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Because Google Chrome is not really part of the AOSP (Android
Open Source Project) and it’s part of Play Services, it can be unin‐
stalled, re-installed and updated from the Google Play Store by the
user at any time. That’s not true when talking about pre-installed
browsers.

Because the default Android Browser wasn’t good enough, some vendors using Android
as an OS including Samsung, Amazon, HTC, Nokia and Barnes and Noble had created
their own custom versions of the default browser, sometimes WebKit-based (but most
modern than the one used by Android), sometimes Chromium-based (using the Blink
engine).

Figure 1-8. Some manufacturers, as in this case LG and Samsung, include a pre-
installed browser that is not Android Browser not Chrome. They are today usually
based on Chromium but as you can see here with different compatibility with the origi‐
nal Chrome.

It’s not all, because some manufactures and some carriers around the globe made agree‐
ments with Opera or Firefox to replace the default browser with those versions.

Some devices, such as the Samsung Galaxy series include two differ‐
ent browsers pre-installed, such as Chrome thanks to a Google Play
agreement and the Samsung Browser (Internet as the name of the
icon) (also Chromium-based on modern devices). The user has the
choice to use one or the other.
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The following table gives as an idea of how complicated the pre-installed browsers look
like on Android. Remember, most users will use just that browser.

Table 1-9. Pre-installed browsers on Android
Browser devices version engine updatable

Android Browser alla 1.0-4.3 WebKit no

Google Chrome manufacturers with a Play Services agreement 4.2+ Blink yes

Samsung Browser Galaxy S3 and others 4.2+ WebKit no

Samsung Browser Galaxy S4 and others 4.2+ Blink no

Nokia Browser Nokia X, X+ 4.1, 4.3 Blink yes

HTC Browser some 4.2+ Blink no

LG Browser some 4.2+ Blink no

Silk Kindle Fire 4.2+ WebKit or Blink no

Silk FirePhone 4.2+ Blink no

Opera based on carrier 4.0+ Blink yes

Firefox Kobo, Gigabyte devices 4.0+ Gecko yes
a excepting those whose manufacturer replaced by a custom browser

Samsung and web runtimes
Because the Android WebView and Browser were old and slow before Android 4.4
Samsung has decided to change them. However, there is no single or simple rule here.

To give you some examples, on the Galaxy SIII the WebView and the Browser are
WebKit-based but not the ones provided by AOSP -Android Open Source Project-. On
the Galaxy SIV, they still have the same WebKit-based WebView, but the browser was
upgraded to a Chromium engine (version 18, upgraded to 28). Other devices that were
shipped after the Galaxy SIV were still on WebKit.

Even when Samsung is using a version of Chromium, that doesn’t mean that features
and bugs are the same as in Chrome on that same version, because Samsung is enabling
and disabling different experimental features.

All the new Android phones, phablets and tablets shipped from 2014 have any kind of
Chromium-based Samsung Browser, but there is no public information from the com‐
pany about that.
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Some people is treating Android Browser as the modern Internet
Explorer 6, as a slow, non-compatible browser that is difficult to get
rid off the market and that we need to still support. In July, 2013 I
wrote on Article with the title Android and the eternal dying mo‐
bile browser.

Android users have several options from the Google Play Store in terms of downloading
browsers, including Firefox (Gecko), Opera Mobile (Blink), Opera Mini (cloud-, Presto-
based), UC Browser (cloud-based) and Dolphin (Blink). Unfortunately, stats show that
only few users use additional browsers.
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device from the Play Store.

Windows Browsers
On Windows mobile devices, Internet Explorer on different versions (based on the OS
version) was the only browser available by default up to Windows 8.1 and it was replaced
by Microsoft Edge since Windows 10.

Some cloud-based browser are available to download from the store, including Xpress
Browser and UC Browser.

The differences
In this chapter, we’ve covered the main differences that the mobile web has compared
to classic web engines. It’s important to not underestimate the mobile web and to test,
debug and measure on most scenarios as we probably are not an average user in terms
of mobile device, cellular network and browser.
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CHAPTER 2

Where to measure performance

Measuring speed is critical if we want to detect our problems and improve performance.
The first question that appears when talking about measurement is the target. Where
should we measure?

Your first thought may be to measure on desktop. There are several tools available for
classic web performance optimization. However, as we saw in last chapter, mobile
browsers, hardware and networks are different. Therefore, measuring on a classic
browser will lead to false ideas of performance.

There are several measurements available in web performance that we will cover during
the rest of the book. In this section we will discuss the options available that we will
mention later.

When measuring web performance on mobile devices, sometimes the
absolute values are not the most important data, but the compari‐
son with different techniques and the relative difference when you are
applying web performance optimization techniques because environ‐
ments are really dynamic on the market, so saying that your website
can be loaded in 2 seconds in a cellular phone means nothing, be‐
cause it can be much slower on 2G networks on unreliable 3G net‐
works or on some different mobile browsers.

There are several companies offering solutions to monitor performance of websites,
web apps and hybrid apps’ performance on real environments. In this chapter we’ll focus
on solutions that we can use from our side.
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Simulators & Emulators
Generally speaking, an emulator is a piece of software that translates compiled code
from an original architecture to the platform where it is running. It allows us to run an
operating system and its native applications on another operating system. In the mobile
development world, an emulator is a desktop application that emulates mobile device
hardware and a mobile operating system, allowing us to test and debug our applications
and see how they are working. The browser, and even the operating system, is not aware
that it is running on an emulator, so we can execute the same code that we would execute
on the real device.

On next chapter we’ll analyze some HTML5 APIs that will help us
measure and log performance on real user’s devices and connec‐
tions. Those cases will help us getting data from the wild real world
out there.

In terms of performance measurement, because there is a translation between the orig‐
inal code and our host machine, the measurement won’t be accurate. However, we can
definitely use them for comparisons and to get accurate waterfall charts of how the
browser is rendering our page.

Emulators are created by manufacturers and offered to developers for free, either stand‐
alone or bundled with the Software Development Kit (SDK) for native development.

There are also operating system emulators that don’t represent any real device hardware
(for example, a Galaxy S5), but rather the operating system as a whole. These exist for
Windows Phone and Android.

The definitions of emulator and simulator in this book are defined
by majority. However, some vendors are mixing those names. For
example, BlackBerry Simulators are real virtual machines, so they
are under our emulator concept.

On the other hand, a simulator is a less complex application that simulates some of the
behavior of a device, but does not emulate hardware and does not work over the real
operating system. These tools are simpler and less useful than emulators. A simulator
may be created by the device manufacturer or by some other company offering a sim‐
ulation environment for developers.

In mobile browsing, there are simulators that create a skin over a typical desktop browser
(such as Firefox, Chrome, or Safari) without these browsers’ rendering engines.
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For performance purposes, simulators -as tools that looks like X but
they are not really the code on X- are not interesting. They are usu‐
ally running on a classic desktop browser without using the same
behavior of their real counterpart

Android
As we covered in last chapter, there are several browsers and web views available on the
Android OS and that means that there are different techniques to measure performance
on emulators and simulators.

Android Browser
The Android default browser available until version 4.3 can be emulated through the
official Android OS emulator. Because this emulator is based on AOSP -Android Open
Source Project- it included the standard Android Browser until version 4.3. From 4.4,
the AOSP project still includes the Browser app inside but using the Web View -that is
Chromium-based- and it shouldn’t be used for performance, because it’s a different
engine.

The Android emulator is available in conjunction with the SDK to create native appli‐
cations for Android. You can download it for free from the Android Developer page;
the base SDK and the different Android OS versions are available separately.

The Android emulator is available for Windows, Mac OS X, and Linux. Once you’ve
downloaded it, create a folder for the contents on your hard drive and unzip the package.
On Windows, there is an installer version that will do the work for you.
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Figure 2-1. The Android SDK manager allows us to download different versions of An‐
droid OS to emulate

In the folder where you extracted the package, there is an android terminal command
on Mac OS X/Linux and an SDK Setup.exe application for Windows that opens the
Android SDK Manager shown in Figure 2-1, where you can download and configure
Android platforms (known as packages or targets) after installing the base SDK.

Android Emulator is really slow, which might affect our perception
of performance. We can increase performance if we have an Intel
compatible CPU in our host computer using a free tool known as
Intel Harware Acceleration Execution Manager (HAXM), or switch‐
ing to Genymotion.
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You can download as many packages as you want, one per operating system version;
you can even download vendor-specific emulators, such as for the Galaxy devices or
Amazon Fire Phone. Try to download different releases of every Android version up to
4.3 which was the last version with Android Browser, such as Android 2.3.3, Android
4.1, and Android 4.3.

Figure 2-2. Once you have the image of the OS version you want to emulate you need to
create an Android Virtual Device (AVD), an instance of an emulator

Other solution for emulating Android Browser is to install Genymotion. Genymotion
is a an alternate Android emulator based on VirtualBox and AOSP. It’s roughly 10 times
faster than the original Android SDK and it includes the same version of Android
Browser.
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Figure 2-3. Genymotion is a faster Android emulator; it can be used to emulate An‐
droid Browser. You can also install Firefox or Opera, but not Google Chrome
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Google Chrome
Unfortunately Google Chrome for Android requires Play Services, a set of tools that are
outside of AOSP. That means that we won’t find Google Chrome on them and we can’t
install it.

We can emulate Chrome for Android using the Device Mode & Mobile Emulation tools
available on Chrome on desktop, on Mac, Linux, Windows and Chrome OS. If you open
developer tools, you will see a small device icon at the top left corner as you can see in
Figure 2-4

Figure 2-4. With Google Chrome you can emulate Chrome on Android devices and you
can simulate other mobile phones or tablets.

Google Chrome emulation can be considered an emulator for Chrome on Android and
a simulator when you are choosing other non-Android device, as on those cases we are
going to still work on Chrome while thinking we are on a different browser (such as
Safari on iOS or IE on Windows).

To enable device mode, press the Toggle Device Mode button (it looks like a mobile
phone). When device mode is enabled this icon will turn blue. You can simulate different
mobile scenarios, but rememeber the engine will be the same as the one running at
Chrome on Android.
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Figure 2-5. Once enabled you can set different properties to match the simulation you
want while having access to the full Chrome developer tools.

When working with the Device Mode and Mobile Emulation of
Chrome, a good idea is to dock the developer tools window to the
right.

Samsung Browser
The Chromium-based Samsung Browser available on most of their Android devices,
such as in the Galaxy series, can’t be emulated. Samsung doesn’t provide the code, even
if you download the SDK add-ons from Samsung.

Because, it’s Chromium-based we can assume that most stuff will work similar to
Chrome on the same version but we are never sure.

The best approach for this browser is then using a real device.
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Amazon Silk, LG and other custom browsers
Following Samsung, Amazon doesn’t provide any way to test the Silk browser -the one
available on Kindle Fire and Fire Phone devices. The same happens with LG and the
browser available on some of its devices, such as the G3.

Safari on iOS
Available for only Mac OS X, the iOS Simulator (shown in Figure Figure 2-6) offers a
free simulation environment for the iPhone and iPad, including the mobile browser
Safari. It is not an emulator, so it does not really provide a hardware emulation experi‐
ence and is not a true performance indicator. However, the Safari code that is being
executed in this simulated environment is the real MobileSafari.app so we can think on
it as a Safari emulator running over an iOS simulator.

Figure 2-6. The iOS simulator runs the real Safari and Web app code on your Mac with
an iOS skin. While it runs as a simulation, the real Safari on iOS code and WebCore is
running your code.

The iOS Simulator is included with the SDK for native development, available for free
at the Mac App Store (search for Xcode) or at from Apple’s website. The SDK may take
a while to download, because it’s about 1.5 GB. You will always download the latest
version of the operating system and can then add previous versions (such as 8.x), in
which case you can switch between versions using the Hardware→Version menu option
(Figure 2-7).
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The iOS Simulator can also be used to measure performance for Web
apps and Web View-based solutions.

Figure 2-7. In the Hardware menu you can select which iPad or iPhone do you want to
simulate.

To download a previous version of the operating system to the simulator, you need to
open the Xcode app, open Preferences, and select Downloads, as seen in Figure
Figure 2-8.
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Figure 2-8. You can download previous versions of iOS simulator from the Preferences
menu.

You can only use the iOS Simulator with Safari on a Mac OS X
desktop computer. If you are in other OS, you can use the cloud-
based service BrowserStack. It includes emulation of Safari on iOS,
the Android browser, and Opera through different device profiles
without the need of any local installation.

Internet Explorer
If you want to test your applications on Windows Phone, you can download the free
Windows Phone SDK or buy a license of Visual Studio. The Windows Phone emulator
(Figure Figure 2-9) comes with the SDK and includes the current version of Internet
Explorer to test web content.
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Figure 2-9. The Windows Phone emulator includes Internet Explorer mobile runtime44 | Chapter 2: Where to measure performance



and it can be used for testing.

The Windows Phone emulator from version 8 is compatible with
only Windows Windows 8 Pro and requires a graphic driver with
WDDM 1.1 support. You can check your hardware specifications to
verify whether your graphic driver is compatible. If not, you will see
the emulator, but you will see only a white page when trying to load
Internet Explorer.

If you want to emulate Windows 8 for tablets, you have two options: Use your own
Windows 8 for desktop environment.

Use the Windows Simulator included with Visual Studio for Windows 8 (even with
Express, a free version of the IDE). The Windows Simulator works only on Windows 8
desktop machines; it emulates a tablet touch environment, where you can emulate touch
gestures, geolocation, and different screen sizes and orientations Figure 2-10.

Figure 2-10. The Windows emulator allows us to test on Windows tablets, but it’s not
emulating th real hardware as in the Phone version.
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Microsoft Edge
The new browser from Microsoft is available only on Windows 10. At the time of this
writing Windows 10 is available only as a technology preview. To test your websites on
it you need to download a Windows 10 pre-release version available at XXX.

Other Browsers
BlackBerry, Firefox OS, Tizen and other OSs have emulators or sim‐
ulators available. Check http://emulato.rs for more links.

Real devices
There is nothing like real devices when measuring mobile websites. You will find dif‐
ferences not only in performance but also in behavior, like when you use your fingers
to navigate and not a precise mouse pointer.

And while creating your own testing lab is ideal, it’s also expensive and needs to be
updated frequently. At the time of this writing, I currently have around 45 devices for
testing.

If you have a limited budget, you should try to buy one key device per platform, and if
you are targeting tablets you should get one. When you are doing the selection, don’t
buy just expensives phones but a mix. For example, you can buy:

• And old Android phone (it can be 2.3 or 4.0)
• A very cheap new Android phone
• An average Android phone
• A high-end Android phone
• An old iPhone (such as a 4S)
• A new iPhone
• A Windows Phone device

One of those Android phones should be a Galaxy S3 or newer as they have the
Chromium-based custom browser.

Also try to get different SIM cards from different providers so you can test on real
scenarios.
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Figure 2-11. Having several devices is always a good idea when you are doing perfor‐
mance optimization.

Open Device Lab
Because we can’t have every device and keep our lab updated, a great community-based
project has appeared in different cities in the world: Open Device Lab. The idea is simple:
to offer a physical place around the globe where you can go and test on real devices for
free.

At the time of this writing, more than 130 open device labs are opened across 32 coun‐
tries.
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Figure 2-12. When you can’t have every device at home/office, Open Device Lab will
help you as a community-based solution to share testing devices.

Cloud-based services
If you can’t afford buying new devices and you don’t have any Open Device Lab around
your city, we still have one option: remote labs on the cloud.

A remote lab is a web service that allows us to use a real device remotely without being
physically in the same place. It is a simple but very powerful solution that gives us access
to thousands of real devices, connected to real networks all over the world, with a single
click. You can think of it as a remote desktop for mobile phones.

There are three kinds of remote lab solutions for mobile devices:

• Software-based solutions, using a resident application on the device that captures
the screen, sends it to the server, and emulates keyboard input or touches on the
screen

• Hardware-based solutions, using some technology (magic, I believe) to connect the
server to the hardware components of the device (screen, touch screen, keypad,
lights, audio, and so on)

• Mixed solutions, having some hardware connection, some software additions, and
maybe a video camera for screen recording
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For performance measurement we need to remember they are real phones over real
networks so they are as accurate as we need.

Some remote labs are connecting their phones to Wi-Fi automati‐
cally. Therefore we can’t test and measure using the cellular net‐
work with the real latency. Verify if you are able to browser through
cellular on those services.

Samsung Remote Test Lab
Samsung offers a free remote lab web service called Remote Test Lab (RTL). RTL, shown
in Figure 4-19, includes Android smartphones, Android tablets, smartwatches and Ti‐
zen phones at the time of this writing. The devices don’t have SIM cards, though, so you
can test only WiFi connections (not cellular).

It’s a great opportunity to test and measure on the Samsung Browser as this browser
can’t be emulated.

We can also upload APKs (Android native apps) that are using the Web View to test on
the custom Web Views on these devices.

Figure 2-13. Samsung Remote Test Lab allows us to use for free, several Android- and
Tizen-based devices through the network.
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Until mid-2014, Nokia had a cloud-based testing solution for Win‐
dows Phone and other devices. This service was cancelled by Micro‐
soft a few months after the acquisition and there was no replace‐
ment announced.

Keynote Mobile Testing
Formerly known as DeviceAnywhere, Keynote Mobile Testing is one of the leaders in
Virtual Labs.

Figure 2-14. With Keynote Mobile Testing we have the option to use hundreds of differ‐
ent devices on different real networks over the world.

The company offers a product called Test Center Developer, with different price models
depending on the package. DeviceAnywhere Test Center offers more than 2,000 devices
(iOS, Android, Nokia, Motorola, Sony Ericsson, Samsung, BlackBerry, LG, Sanyo,
Sharp, HTC, and more) connected to more than 30 live networks all over the world.

There are different commercial plans available and a free version specially targeting web
developers. On the free version you can use a limited amount of devices (iOS, Android,
Windows and BlackBerry available) for 10-minutes sessions only. It’s suitable for quick
testings on websites, web apps and hybrid apps.
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Perfecto Mobile
Perfecto Mobile is a company offering a software/hardware hybrid solution for mobile
testing, shown in Figure Figure 2-15. Perfecto Mobile uses a video camera for screen
recording on some devices. A good point for Perfecto Mobile is that the whole envi‐
ronment is built on top of the Adobe Flash Player, so you don’t need to install anything,
and it works from any desktop browser. You can try the system by registering for a free
trial; it will be activated in minutes.

Figure 2-15. Perfecto Mobile uses an in-browser solution to allow us to use several devi‐
ces on their cloud.

With this service, you have access to the whole list of devices and carriers from the same
pricing policy. The devices are on real networks in Canada, Israel, the US, the UK, and
France.

AppThwack
AppThwack is a commercial service targeting native apps and web apps.
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The service will test your app automatically on 300+ unique, non-rooted phones and
tablets and it will give you a performance report. If you want to test a web app, you will
provide a URL; if you are testing a hybrid app you will upload an APK.

When you sign up for a free acount, you will get 100 minutes of usage for free.

Connections
When thinking about where are we going to measure performance, we shouldn’t forget
about the network differences. Having real cellular SIMs on different networks always
helps to test everything in different conditions.

We should always measure over 4G, 3G, 2G and WiFi networks under different condi‐
tions to get a more accurate idea of how the experience looks like from a user’s per‐
spective.

Some performance tools also allows you to measure using a cellular connection of your
desktop. We can do this with a laptop with 3G/4G, buying a hardware cellular modem
for our computer, or using a tethered connection from our phone. The latter is not
always accurate as some carriers might change speed when the connection is tethered
and we are also adding more latency from the phone to our computer through the Ad-
Hoc Wi-Fi connection.

Connection Simulators
Besides using real cellular connections, we can also use some tools to throttle our con‐
nection to simulate other kind of networks, including bandwidth, latency and packet
loss.

With connection simulators we can slow down our Internet connection and simulate a
real 2G, 3G, or 4G connection to get a better idea of performance and how our website
is reacting.

Desktop simulators
These tools run on our desktop computer and they user our current Wi-Fi or LAN
connection throttling -slowing down- it so we can simulate a mobile connection’s band‐
width, latency and packet loss.

We can use it from a simulator, an emulator or even from a real device if we set a proxy
on them.

Some tools available today are:

• Charles Web Debugging Proxy
• Mac Network Link Conditioner
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• SlowyApp
• Clumsy
• NetLimiter
• Telerik Fiddler
• Chrome Network Conditioner

The Charles Web Debugging Proxy is an HTTP sniffing and proxy tool with a free
version available that includes an HTTP throttling mechanism to simulate different
bandwidths and latencies (as seen in Figure <<fig_charles_throttling>). It is available
for Windows, Mac, and Linux.

Figure 2-16. With Charles Debugger we can easily throttle our connection and simulate
a real cellular environment for emulators and real devices.

Network Link Conditioner is a free tool available as part of Hardware IO Tools for
Xcode available only on Mac OS that will allow us to throttle the connection and emulate
different conditions as you can see in Figure Figure 2-17. Once installed it will appear
in the Mac Preferences app so we can easily change later.
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Figure 2-17. Once installed, the Network Link Conditioner will appear on your Mac’s
Settings menu and will let you simulate different real connections.

Slowy App is a Mac-only app that will simulate a real-world connection. It includes
several presets, including bandwidth, packet loss rate, and packet latency. Slowy is not
a proxy, so when using Mac-based simulators and emulators we don’t need to configure
any proxy.
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Some of the connection simulators -such as Charles or Network Link
Conditioner- allow us to create our own connection profile, setting
bandwidth, latency and percentage of packet dropped. We can gath‐
er information from the market and then simulate different real sce‐
narios.

Clumsy is a Windows-only app that will help us with the simulation of different con‐
nections, similar to the Mac utilities. NetLimiter is a Windows-only app for the same
purpose. It includes a free limited version.

Fiddler Connection Simulator is a Fiddler proxy plug-in adding the ability to simulate
different network connections on Windows computers. It now also support other plat‐
forms in experimental mode, such as Mac OS.

For the tools that are creating a proxy, we can then go to our mobile devices and set a
proxy while connected to the same network as our proxy as you can see in figure
Figure 2-18. Then we can see and throttle all the traffic from the mobile browser, web
app or web view.

Figure 2-18. If you have a desktop-based proxy you can set it from a mobile phone so
the later will browser through that throttled connection

Finally and only available for Chrome, the Devices pane we covered before to simulate
different mobile conditions includes a Network Conditioning solution. Network con‐
ditioning does bandwidth throttling and latency manipulation as you can see in
Figure 2-19.
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Figure 2-19. If you use Chrome Developer Tools with the Devices pane opened you can
throttle the connection using the Network Conditioning ability.

On-device connection simulators
When we have a real device we can also simulate a different connection on-device.

iOS has a tool available already on every device from iOS 6. To enable the feature we
need to set our device for development. We do that from Xcode, going to Window >
Organizer, finding our device that should be connected to USB and selecting *Use for
development* as you can see in Figure Figure 2-20.

Figure 2-20. After setting your phone in Developer mode, you will find the Network
Link Conditioner option under settings to emulate a different connection over your
phone.
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After that you will find a new Settings options in your device. Open Settings > Developer
> Network Link Conditioner to throttle your current connection based on a different
profile.

Besides throttling the connection on a real phone you can always force
your cellular connection to work in a different mode, such as in 3G
or 2G mode from the Settings menu. Just remember to go back to the
default value after the testing (or you can keep it and feel the pain as
any user in remote areas)

Android doesn’t provide of a similar tool for on-device simulation. The only similar
tool is available for the Android emulator and is known as Android Speed Emulation.
It’s a console-based tool when we open the emulator. For example, if we want to open
an emulator simulating and 2.5G EDGE connection we can use

emulator -netspeed edge

By default it’s emulating just bandwidth; if we want to also emulate latency on those
networks, we need to use:

emulator -netspeed edge -netdelay edge

Possible accepted values are gprs, edge, umts or hsdpa. You can also define your own
customized values following the documentation

Picking the right target
As we saw during this chapter several options are available to help us test and measure
performance, from real devices, simulators, emulators, remote labs and tools to make
measurements accurate. Just remember that testing on a desktop is not enough to make
conclusions about the performance of your web solution on a mobile device.
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CHAPTER 3

Optimizing for the first visit

The first visit to our website is one of most important ones in terms of performance and
the conversion impact of it. The user has just typed a URL, she has just clicked on a
search result at Google or she just seen an interest tweet with a related link and she is
expecting our content as soon as possible.

Failing in delivering the fastest experience in the first visit can lead to less conversion
and people just leaving our websites for ever, or at least until the next opportunity. We
know we don’t want that and that’s why we are going to cover the basics of optimizing
web content for the first visit.

In this chapter we’ll focus on the main techniques that will increase performance -and
the perception of it- with normal effort. I’m saying this because later in this book we
will enter into the extreme side of web performance that will make faster websites and
better conversion but with bigger efforts in terms of implementation.

The HTTP side
HTTP -and HTTPS, the secure counterpart- is the protocol we are going to use for the
initial load process when working with websites and webapps by default. This section
is useless when talking about hybrid apps, as the initial loading will be based on a local
filesystem as we will cover later in the book.

In this section of the chapter we will focus on tips that we can use on the server’s con‐
figuration to improve performance.

In the HTTP section we will cover some server configuration tips. You should have
some experience working with server’s configuration (for example for Apache or IIS)
as well as having permission to do so in your company.
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If you don’t have access you can always request to the server administrator to add these
settings and in the case of shared hosting services, ask support or check in their web
configuration panels.

We will cover some basic configuration steps for Apache, IIS and Express.js for Node.js.
If you are using a different web server alternative, you will find instructions in the
documentation.

HTTP Version
As a review, let’s mention the HTTP versions that we have available today:

• HTTP/1.0, published in 1996 and still compatible with all the web browsers out
there on mobile devices.

• HTTP/1.1, published in 1999 is the most used version on the web today.
• SPDY, a non-official open protocol based on HTTP/1.1 packages created by Google

in 2012 and then used by many other providers to improve performance.
• HTTP/2, will be published in early 2015 based on SPDY and it will be the recom‐

mended version from now on being backward compatible with HTTP/1.1

There is no interesting reason to still serve websites using HTTP/1.0 by default for a
mobile device today. A decade ago, some mobile browsers (the pre-iPhone era) were
supporting 1.0 only but today you should verify that your server is supporting 1.1.

HTTP/1.0 was much simpler, the body is always plain and uncompressed and the TCP
connection is always closed after sending the response, meaning that if the browser then
needs to download more files to render the page it will need to start a new TCP con‐
nection to the server for that (involving several TCP packets back and forth).

HTTP/1.1 has several features that impacts positively the performance of your initial
loading including tha abilities to compress the response’s body and the ability to keep
the connection alive waiting for more requests (usually stylesheets, scripts or images).

While HTTP/1.1 is probably the best option and every browser out
there will support it, there are some proxies that might downgrade
the TCP request to 1.0 so we should always have the option to sup‐
port it.

Testing version support
To verify the version of your website, just make a cURL connection from the console
to it asking for headers:

curl --head www.mobilexweb.com
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By default cURL will try to make an HTTP/1.1 connection (on latest versions) so you
can check the first line of the server’s response to verify that, such as:

HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Tue, 16 Dec 2014 21:58:16 GMT
Server: Apache
X-Pingback: http://www.mobilexweb.com/xmlrpc.php
Vary: Accept-Encoding
Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8

If the first line says HTTP/1.0 it means you don’t have the right configuration or you
are browsing through a proxy that is downgrading your connections.

cURL: the quickest tool to debug HTTP connections
cURL is an open source project available for different platform that helps us making
requests on different protocols including HTTP and HTTPS from the console.

It’s available by default on Mac OS X and Linux. For Windows can be installed from the
official website and it’s also included in cygwin and Git Powershell.

There is also some online available solutions to use it quickly such as http://online
curl.com

If we want to make request in SPDY, there is an other project called gURL available at
https://github.com/mtourne/gurl.

You can also force cURL to use one specific version using the following commands:

curl --http1.0 www.mobilexweb.com
curl --http1.1 www.mobilexweb.com
curl --http2 www.mobilexweb.com

Configuring HTTP/1.1
If you are running your server through Apache, you probably have support for 1.1. What
you can define is the Keep Alive timeout, so the time that the server will wait for more
requests before closing the connection.

You can then set the KeepAlive and KeepAliveTimeout properties on Apache’s config‐
uration both at the server’s level (httpd.conf file) and at the virtual host’s level.

For example:

KeepAlive On
KeepAliveTimeout 150

On Internet Information Server you can define these properties from the IIS Manager
as you can see in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1. If you are using IIS, you can enable Keep Alive settings from HTTP 1.1 from
the IIS Console per website.

If you are using Node.js and Express for your server, then Keep Alive will be enabled
by default.

Adding support for HTTP/2
HTTP/2 will be the major next release and it will include several improvements for
performance, such as:

• Multiplexed support (one connection for paralelism)
• Header compression
• The server can push responses into the client cache without waiting for an explicit

request

At the time of this writing, HTTP/2 is not ready and only some experimental server
implementations are available, including IIS in Windows 10 Technical Preview with a
flag enabled.

While HTTP/2 gets a final version and browsers start to implement it, we can implement
SPDY as we will see later in this section to get these advantages today.
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A Node implementation of HTTP/2 is available at https://github.com/molnarg/node-
http2 following the standard http node extension API with addition for push.

Compression
HTTP/1.1 supports data compression, meaning that the browser will compress the file
before sending it and the client must decompress it before rendering it. That means that
on text-based files we can save up to 70% data transfer and we know that cellular con‐
nections are not reliable or fast, so saving data is a must.

Today, every mobile browser out there support the feature and we must have it enabled.
And with current devices -even social phones-, there are no great drawbacks client-side
on decompressing a file.

While there are some proxys and routers that might disable the fea‐
ture most web servers will manage this automatically for us. There‐
fore it’s safe to enable compression on text-based file.

The two common compression methods available are deflate and gzip. The gzip method
includes a checksum for error checking that adds more CPU power both server and
client-side. However, gzip is the recommended way on today’s servers and clients. Server
can be smart enough to pre-compress and cache hundreds of static files without the
need of doing it per request. Dynamic-generated files will need a compression operation
after the server finished the response.

Google has open sourced zopfli, a zlib compression library that can
replace gzip and deflate with better compression results (around 5%)
but much slower so it’s preferred for static content that can be pre‐
compressed before serving.

Files to compress
While compressing files server-side seems like a good idea always, it might not be the
case for every kind of file. All the text-based files involved in a website or webapp should
be compressed, including: HTML, CSS, JavaScript, JSON, SVG and XML. In term of
images only Icons (.ico) files worth compression and the old bmp format that nobody
uses on the web.
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Some mobile browsers today uses the website’s icon (usually known
as favicon) for the window’s icon or for other UI purpose. Most web‐
sites uses the old .ico format for it and based on HTTP Archive da‐
ta, an .ico file has an average 5Kb size uncompressed and compress‐
ing it cut that size in half.

However, have you ever zip a zip file? Once the file is already compressed you will
probably don’t save any space and that will happen to binary files that are already using
some compression algorithms including image files, PDFs and audio.

In the case of font files (.ttf, .eot, .otf), while being mostly binary files they can usually
take advantage of a gzip on top of them so you can also compress them. The only
exception is Web Open Font Format (.woff files) that are already compressed.

Compressing very small files (let’s say smaller than 800 bytes) won’t make too much
difference and in some cases (smaller than 150 bytes) will lead on a bigger transfer with
the compression/decompression time. And when talking about small files that fit into
a TCP packet there is no much difference in having it compressed.

The following table shows you the file formats that should be compressed:

Table 3-1. File Formats for compression in HTTP/1.1
file format extensions mime types

HTML .html, .htm text/html

XML .xml text/xml

Text .txt text/plain, text/text

CSS .css text/css

JavaScript .js text/javascript,application/javascript, application/x-javascript

JSON .json,.js application/json

EOT Font (Uncompressed) .eot application/vnd.ms-fontobject, font/eot

Open Font .otf application/x-font-opentype, font/opentype, font/otf

True Type Font .ttf application/x-font-truetype, application/x-font-ttf

SVG .svg image/svg+xml

Icon file .ico image/vnd.microsoft.icon

Enabling compression
On Apache 2.x, you can set the compression through the mod_deflate extension. While
the name says deflate it’s actually using gzip; you can set the compression enabled based
on the MIME type (the file format) using the following configuration declaration at the
server level (httpd.conf) or at a folder level (.htaccess file):

AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/html text/plain text/xml text/css text/javascript application/javascript application/json image/svg+xml
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Setting compression by MIME type (using the Content-Type header
used at the response) is better than by file extension (such
as .html, .css) because when working with dynamic scripts (such as
Python, PHP, .NET) the response is being generated by a script and
not by a static file. The MIME type will always be there, both when a
static file is being served and when a dynamic script is generating it.

There are also other independent extensions available for Apache that you can install
and use.

On IIS, you can use the user interface at the IIS Manager to get into the Features View
where you will find the Compression option. There, you will be able to setup the content
compression for both static files and dynamic content as you can see in Figure 3-2.

Figure 3-2. On Windows Phone, you can use IIS Manager to enable Compression

If you are using Node.js and Express for your web server, you can use the compression
module as you can see at https://github.com/expressjs/compression.
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While not always useful, you can also enable compression at the ap‐
plication level instead of the server level. For example, on PHP you
can manage compression for the output with the ob_gzhandler func‐
tion, for example executing as the first line:

ob_start("ob_gzhandler");

Redirections
Let me tell you a short real story. Let’s say you want to access an airline’s website and
you type megaairlines.com (fake URL) on your tiny on-screen keyboard. The browser
first will need to make a DNS request to get the IP address; when it’s done, the browser
starts the TCP connection and send a GET HTTP request. Then your server says: “oh,
no, it’s not here, you need to add www as a prefix” so your browser does that. It then
makes other DNS request for www.megaairlines.com and again the TCP connections
and the first HTTP request. Then your new browser says: “oh, you didn’t tell me which
page do you want to see, so you might want to go to the /HomePage”.

Your browser, tired at this point, makes a new HTTP request to the www.megaair‐
lines.com (thanks God we already have the IP address) asking for the resource “/Home‐
Page”. And then, the worst nightmare happens: the server realizes that you are on a
mobile device and not on a desktop and it says: “Oh, I’m sorry you arrived here, because
you need to go to m.megaairlines.com”.

If you are still there, the browser (thirsty and hungry at this point) will make another
DNS request to m.megaairlines.com and the TCP packets and the HTTP request and
finally, the server says: “oh, you didn’t tell me which page do you want to see, so you
might want to go to the /HomePage”. I’m glad that Artificial Intelligence didn’t arrive to
browsers yet because at this point it will want probably to kill itself. One more TCP
connection and HTTP request and finally, finally, you’ve received your main HTML file
for the airline (without CSS, JavaScript or Images of course).

Are you tired of reading this? Well, the same happens with the performance of your
mobile website when you do this. And believe me, this is a real example and it was even
worst than my story (I won’t tell you which major airline is doing it).

Let’s review the case when you access the website from a mobile phone:

1- megaairlines.com
2- www.megaairlines.com
3- www.megaairlines.com/HomePage
4- m.megaairlines.com
5- m.megaairlines.com/HomePage

So in this case they were 4 redirects, HTTP responses that says to the browser that “the
resource is not here (temporarily or definitly)” so it should load it from somewhere else.
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Every redirect will take from 100ms in the best case to 1 full second in the worst case.
So in this example you could take up to 5 seconds for just nothing; the user will see a
white screen for 5 seconds. It’s the worst nightmare for the mobile performance as you
can see in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3. A waterfall chart when doing several redirects shows the impact in perfor‐
mance pushing every other measurement with no real advantage for the user

So HTTP redirects will harm your performance badly, so you need to reduce it at the
minimum, being zero redirects the goal.

Sometimes we make redirects because we have different physical servers for the mobile
version, sometimes because we didn’t realize this was happening, sometimes because of
a misconfigured web server. The reality is that today there is no real reason for HTTP
redirects for the initial view.

Even if you have a weird architecture, you can always add a server-side layer that will
make the translation for the user hiding the real architecture. And you need to count
seconds as gold bar here, so avoiding redirects is a must.

I’ve heard some SEO experts saying that when you have a mobile version you must have
a different domain (such as m.*). That’s totally wrong, there is nothing wrong serving
different HTMLs from the same URL based on the User Agent (the device) when you
are talking about the same basic content. This was officially confirmed by Google.

Even if you still want to have a separate domain you can reduce the problem at the first
load (for example, the home page). So the home page is being served from the main
domain and all the links from that point will go to the mobile-specific domain. At least,
you served the home page (initial view) as fast as possible and you keep your user
engaged with your website.
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If you can’t avoid having redirects, at least reduce it to just one, hav‐
ing all the logic for getting to the final URL in one place.

To make things more complicated for us, there is now one or two redirects on a big
amount of request coming to our websites that we can’t manage or reduce: social net‐
works and URL shorteners.

I’m sure you have seen URLs starting with g.co, t.co, bit.ly, tinyurl.com, etc. These serv‐
ices are basically HTTP redirects that we can’t manage and will add up to one second
delay on a mobile device when used.

When you share a link on Facebook for example and the user clicks on it, it will also go
through a Facebook redirect for stats purposes.

An HTTP redirect will need at least one HTTP request, on some
situations a new TCP connection and on others, a DNS lookup. And
we already know that latency on each packet on mobile connec‐
tions can be up to 1 second on worst scenarios and around 200ms
on average. Therefore, avoid HTTP redirects at all cost.

App (Spam) Banner
If we think on HTTP Redirects as “Slow down” signs, an App Banner is a “Stop” sign.
An App Banner is a splash screen that acts as an intersticial HTML before the HTML
the user was expecting from your server. These banners usually are promoting the native
apps from your company, usually saying that the native apps offer a better experience.

I like to call them App Spam Banners; it’s spam because the user didn’t request it and
you are stopping her to see the content you promised. Many big companies are using
this technique without realizing how bad are they harming performance.
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Figure 3-4. An App Banner will stop the user from accessing the information she was
expecting, therefore adding frustration to the webs’ performance

Why are we harming performance? We need to remember that from a user’s point of
view, performance and fast has not always to do with the page load time. It’s also about
the perception of the whole load process. Therefore, if you first load a big image banner
and wait for the user to process what you are asking and click the -usually- small link
saying “Continue to the website”, the final experience in terms of performance is terrible.

When you add an App Banner as a full page first response, you are
pushing the page load time in at least 5 seconds.

The experience is even worst when you are adding this in your home page or entry point
to your website (from a search engine search results for example). Think about this: you
have just typed a URL for the first time or you clicked on a search result and the first
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thing you receive from the website is a banner asking you to install an app. You don’t
know who they are, you are not trusting their company yet, so why are you going to
install an app? If you are brave enough, you will find the small “Continue to the website”
link. If not, you will probably press the safe Back button and continue with another
website.

Promoting your app smartly
There are two ways to promote your app without affecting the first visit performance
and therefore, the first impression: 1) patience and 2) platform tools.

For patience I mean, wait for the user to trust you before promoting your app. A great
example today is TripAdvisor.com. Trip Advisor gives you thousands of reviews from
hotels, restaurants and touristic sites. Every time you search for a hotel or restaurant
review in any city in the world, you will probably end on a Trip Advisor search result.
When you access it from a mobile browser you won’t see any App Banner until you’ve
browsed to at least 5 different pages inside the site. If you’ve visited several pages it
means that you are finding the website useful and you are starting to trust it, so getting
an App Banner at this point (see figure Figure 3-5) won’t harm it as if it were located in
the first entry point.
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banner which improves the general perception of performance. Also, the app banner is
not an interstitial page and it’s included dynamically on the expected page.

The other solution is to use platform tools. At the time of this writing, Safari on iOS and
Internet Explorer for Windows allow us to set some meta tags to promote your native
app on your website. Instead of stopping the user to see the requested content, we are
going to promote the native app in a non-blocking way (as seen in Figure Figure 3-6)

Figure 3-6. With Safari on iOS you can use an Smart App Banner that will suggest your
native app in a non-intrusive way

iOS Smart App Banner
To define a Smart App Banner in an HTML document, we use a meta tag called
appleitunes-app with a few declarations, including:

To make it work, the app you want to link to needs to be already approved on the Apple
App Store. Then, you can go the iTunes Link Maker to retrieve the application ID you
need to use in the meta tag. The ID is a nine-digit numeric value; to find it, search for
your app by name on the Link Maker and extract the number from the URL, as seen in
Figure Figure 3-7.
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Figure 3-7. To get the App ID for the Smart App Banner we need to make a search on
iTunes Link Maker and copy the ID from the link

For example, to create a Smart App Banner for the app available for the iOS version of
other of my books, we would use the following code:

<meta name="apple-itunes-app" content="app-id=393555188">

We can also send arguments (such as the current article or element) to the native apps
through an app-argument inside the content.

Advanced topics for connecting your website to your native app is
out of the scope of this book. You can learn more at the official docs
of every browser or at my other book Programming the Mobile Web

Windows Store Apps
If you have a Windows Store app (from Windows 8 and Windows Phone 8.1), you can
connect your website to it with some meta tags too without harming initial load’s per‐
formance.
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The two basics meta tags we need to define are msApplication-id with the identifier
defined in the app’s manifest file and msApplication-PackageFamilyName with the
identifier created by Visual Studio to identify the app.

To get more detailed information visit the official documentation.

You can also link your Windows App to Bing’s search results follow‐
ing the App Linking guides.

Android solutions
For Chrome on Android we don’t have a similar solution yet, but we can use Mobile
App Indexing for Google’s search results. If you apply it, when the user is making a
search and your website has a companion app, Google will promote it directly in the
search engine as you can see in Figure Figure 3-8.
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search result. In this case on Wikipedia, you can open the native app directly.

On Firefox OS -and also Firefox for Android- we can detect if a
webapp was installed using the Open Web Apps JavaScript API.

App Links
Finally, if you have a native app and you prefer your users to go there instead of the
website you can also follow the open protocol AppLinks promoted by Facebook and
used by other apps as well. If you set some meta tags on your website, compatible native
apps (such as Facebook and Pinterest) will use them when your users share your content.
Therefore, if a user is sharing a URL from your website, and another user is seeing it
from a mobile device, these apps will try to honor your native link instead of the web
link, opening your native app instead or inviting the user to download your app.

You can find all the meta tags in the AppLink Documentation website, but if you have
your native app’s ids from the stores this is how your meta tags will look like:

<meta property="al:ios:url" content="myapp://">
<meta property="al:ios:app_store_id" content="1234567">
<meta property="al:ios:app_name" content="My native app">
<meta property="al:android:url" content="myapp://">
<meta property="al:android:app_name" content="My native app">
<meta property="al:android:package" content="com.mobilexweb.myapp">
<meta property="al:windows_phone:url" content="myapp://">
<meta property="al:windows_phone:app_id" content="appid-from-store">
<meta property="al:windows_phone:app_name" content="My native app">

For App Links to work we need to set custom URI handlers (Intent
Filters on Android) that will allow any app to open our app using a
custom URI, such as myapp://

Requests
As we saw in previous chapters every request on a mobile website have a cost, involving
optional DNS lookups, TCP packets, HTTP headers over unreliable and with high-
latency connections. We’ve also seen that browsers will have a maximum amount of
parallel request that can be done, pushing forward the request loading of other resources
until some networks channels are freed up.

Therefore, we should reduce requests as much as we can being one request the best
solution, but as you might expect not always the preferred one. We will get into extreme
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cases in following chapters, so for now, let’s just try to reduce requests at the minimum
and use some tricks to reduce the impact.

While in the following pages we’ll cover techniques for reducing requests on CSS, Java‐
Script and images, let’s first focus on reducing the impact of requests in the final loading
experience.

Domain Sharding
We’ve already mentioned that most mobile browsers will download up to 6 resources
at the same time from the same host. Therefore if your website needs 18 external re‐
sources, the download will be done in steps.

What happens if we split the resources in 2 or 3 different hosts? The browser’s limits
are per-host, and not per-IP address or per-server; therefore, it will be able to download
12 or 18 resources at the same.

The trick is known as Domain Sharding and it has the ability to impact on the final web
performance when working with more than 15 resources when using 2 or 3 different
domains in HTTP/1.1. Using more than 3 domains usually harms performance, as well
as when your website uses just a few external resources.

If you are serving your website using SPDY or the next HTTP/2
Domain Sharding is not necessary and it will in fact harm perfor‐
mance because these new protocols allow concurrent downloads and
request prioritization.

We are still using the same network channels and on some situations the same server,
so there is a limit on the trick. However, because of the latency, making more requests
at the same time allow us to reduce the final chart.

The impact of domain sharding will depend on the website but as a general rule, let’s
say that if you have more than 20 resources being currently downloaded from the same
host and you are using HTTP/1.x Domain Sharding will improve your final perfor‐
mance.

The easiest way to implement Domain Sharding is to smartly decide after measuring
performance, which resources are being queued because of the parallel download limit
and move them to a different host. The new host can be a real new server or just a DNS
alias (CNAME in DNS) to the same web server, for example mydomain.com can have
an alias such as resources.mydomain.com or r1.mydomain.com and r2.mydomain.com.

As an example, if you have the following example running on mydomain.com:

<img src="images/img1.png">
<img src="images/img2.png">
<img src="images/img3.png">
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<img src="images/img4.png">
<img src="images/img5.png">
<img src="images/img6.png">
<img src="images/img7.png">
<img src="images/img8.png">
<img src="images/img9.png">
<img src="images/img10.png">
<img src="images/img11.png">
<img src="images/img12.png">

It can be then optimized using:

<img src="images/img1.png">
<img src="images/img2.png">
<img src="images/img3.png">
<img src="images/img4.png">
<img src="images/img5.png">
<img src="images/img6.png">
<img src="http://r1.mydomain.com/images/img7.png">
<img src="http://r1.mydomain.com/images/img8.png">
<img src="http://r1.mydomain.com/images/img9.png">
<img src="http://r1.mydomain.com/images/img10.png">
<img src="http://r1.mydomain.com/images/img11.png">
<img src="http://r1.mydomain.com/images/img12.png">

In figure <<fig_sharding> you can see the differences in performance impact based on
the waterfall charts.
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Figure 3-9. In this case, we see a waterfall chart without domain sharding (top) and the
same website with domain sharding (bottom).

It’s easy to think that we can shard resources across n domains then.
However, tests show that sharding resources in just 2 domains will
bring the best performance. Remember that the browser doesn’t care
about the final IP address, so if the two domains are being resolved
to the same IP address the trick will work anyway.
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You can say that our new solution has a bigger HTML, but remember we are gzipping
our HTML, and the compression algorithm will take care of the repetitions. Therefore
the bigger HTML might have a very low impact in the final compressed response
through HTTP.

Cookie-less Domain
When you set a cookie from the client or the server, every request in the future to the
same domain will send the cookie’s data again. Every request. Therefore, if you have 30
external requests, you will duplicate 30 times the cookie’s data in the upload streaming
over cellular connection on some cases.

Cookies can have a size of 50 bytes to 4093 bytes based on what you are storing. A few
years ago, the Yahoo! team did a research on cookie sizes and response times (over a
desktop DSL connection) and they have found that for example a 1Kb cookie can impact
around 100ms (per request with the cookie) and a 3Kb cookie can impact 150ms. Band‐
with on mobile network might differ but in average it will be more than this.

Therefore, reducing cookies is a good idea. Mostly because they are being transferred
on each request to the same server even if we are not really using them usually -such as
when requesting images-.

To solve the problem we can:

• Reduce and/or compress cookies to the minimum
• Store the data server-side and use cookies to identify the record only
• Use cookie-less domains

Let’s get deeper into the last option. If your additional resources are being served from
a different domain that your HTML, then the browser won’t send the cookies. Therefore,
a cookie-less domain is another host -it can be an CNAME DNS alias to the same server-
that will be used for linking external files.

Let’s see a small example from mydomain.com with cookies:

<link rel="stylesheet" href="styles.css">
<script src="script.js"></script>
<img src="logo.png">

If our domain is setting a 1Kb cookie from the server, then the browser will upload that
cookie three times to the server per request (with a potential penalty of more than
300ms). More important, we are not going to use that cookie server-side when request‐
ing CSS, JavaScript or images.

Therefore, we can separate our resources to another host (let’s say r.mydomain.com, r
from resources):
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<link rel="stylesheet" href="http://r.mydomain.com/styles.css">
<script src="http://r.mydomain.com/script.js"></script>
<img src="http://r.mydomain.com/logo.png">

The host r.mydomain.com can be the same server or a different one, but we set it up to
not use any cookie at all.

When using a cookie-less domain we can also take advantage of do‐
main sharding as we are using a separate host from the main HTML
document

Freeing up our server
On some situations we can also use a different server for serving static files to free up
our main server that sometimes is responsible for database access and scripting.

Using this technique also help us working with cookie-less domain and domain shard‐
ing.

We can do this in two ways:

• Using a light server for static files
• Using a CDN

A light server is usually a simple HTTP server, such as Lighttpd.

A CDN -Content Delivery Network- is a service provided by a company that will serve
static files from us.

The advantages of using a CDN are:

• Great infraestructure and bandwidth
• High availability
• Mirrors located near the user -reducing latency-, but not as useful on mobile net‐

work as on desktop connections
• Automatic HTTP performant features on some providers, such as compression and

caching

CDNs are typically commercial, including companies such as Akamai, Amazon and
CloudFare.
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HTML
We’ve already optimized the server to serve the first initial HTML as fast as possible,
compressed and with a keep alive HTTP/1.1 connection.

Now let’s see what can we do from the HTML side and the delivery of it to improve the
initial loading performance.

Semantic Web
The first thing I have to say here is: create a simple, semantic, easy to read HTML code.
I’m sure at this point I don’t need to even remember you that you shouldn’t layout your
HTML using tables. But the new <table> is the abusse of <div>s and containers.

If you keep your HTML clean and semantic, using all the new HTML5 elements avail‐
able, your HTML will be fast in transmission through the network, fast in parsing and
fast in rendering, not even mentioning easier to understand when writing the CSS and
JavaScript side.

Remember you are in a mobile device, do you really need all that CSS code for the first
load? Don’t get me wrong, I’m not saying that a mobile website should be a reduced or
simple version, but thing about how important the first load experience is for conversion
and reducing users abandoning your website without even seeing it.

Later in this book we will discuss how to deal with responsive websites, that is, websites
that are serving the same HTML for desktop browsers, tablets and phones.

Flush the HTML early
We are going to see later in this chapter that on some situations we want the browser to
start some processes as early as possible and by default, most web servers send the HTML
response as one piece.

Let’s say you have an HTML template that includes a header section as you are used to
and the body needs to make some queries to a database that might take a while (let’s say
200ms). Why can’t we start sending some content to the browser before making those
database queries? For example we can send to the server what we already know it will
need, such as the URL of the CSS style to load or some information for DNS resolution.

We can do that flushing the response early through the HTTP channel. By default, most
server-side script platforms such as PHP or ASP.NET are writing to a Buffer not to the
real output when you are using writing functions, such as echo, print or Re
sponse.Write.

Most server-side scripts, have flush methods, including PHP, Python, Ruby, ASP.
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When sending partial responses using a flush mechanism, a new
HTTP header will be sent to the client Transfer-Encoding: chunked,
so the client will know that the response will be sent in chunks.

However, if you have gzip enabled (and we know you should) some server-side scripts
might buffer the output anyway before sending it to the client for gzipping it. So you
should test the responses before applying it in production.

For example, in a simple PHP script we can flush early the header section of the HTML,
before any database connection following this example:

<!doctype html>
<head>
 <meta charset=utf-8>
 <title>My super website</title>
 <link rel=stylesheet href=styles.css>
</head>
<body>
<img src="logo.png">
<?php flush(); ?>

<?php
   // Database access
?>
</body>

In the previous example we will send the response to the browser at least in two chunks,
the head with the meta data information, the CSS file and the logo while the server will
continue working on the database query to fill the rest of the HTML.

Therefore, the browser will anticipate the download of the external CSS and image and
will probably render the logo faster compared to not flushing the document earlier.

DNS Prefetching
We already know that every time your website is using a new domain or host your phone
needs to make a DNS lookup that on a cellular connection it might take up to 200ms.
Every time you are adding a script or style from an external host (such as Facebook Like
Button, Google Analytics Scripts, etc.) your browser will need to make a DNS lookup.

Previosly in this chapter, we’ve also mentioned some techniques that will require the
usage of other domains, such as Domain Sharding or Cookie-less domains. Therefore,
if we can ask the browser to start a DNS lookup as soon as possible, we can gain some
time.
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Fortunately, some browsers support DNS prefetching, a way to start DNS lookups in
advance that is really important on mobile websites. To do it we just need to set a <link>
HTML element with a rel="dns-prefetch” attribute and the domain as the href attribute.

Because the DNS resolution has nothing to do with the http protocol, you can also set
the href without it using just //<domain>.

For example:

<link rel="dns-prefetch" href="//google-analytics.com">

If we insert it at the top of the HTML and we flush it as soon as possible from the server,
we’ll perform better.

Some browsers have also a feature to prefetch DNSs from links (be‐
sides resources) that you can disable or enable based on your needs
for next pages; we’ll cover this feature in next chapters

DNS prefetching is working on Firefox, Chrome on Android, IE since Windows Phone
8 and Safari for iOS. If a browser doesn’t support DNS prefetching it will just ignore the
HTML declaration so its usage won’t do any harm.

HTML Compression
There are some techniques in HTML5 that might reduce the size of your final HTML
file, such as:

• Remove spaces, tab and new line characters
• Remove quotes on simple values, for example <section id=news> instead of <sec
tion id="news">

• Remove optional elements in HTML5, such as <html>, <body> and <head>
• Remote optional closing tags, such as </body>, </p>, </li>

While it’s true that the final HTML size will be smaller we are not considering the HTTP
compression that will apply on the server. With the compression in mind, the final file
that we are going to serve has no real differences with the original HTML with spaces,
new lines, tabs and all the elements.

Therefore, these tricks will make no big differences in performance. However, when
you compress or minify your HTML and then apply HTTP compression you may have
a small improvement. If you are using a publishing process -doing a set of things before
publishing your website-, minifying the HTML won’t make any harm and you might
gain some milliseconds.
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The compression tools that might have a bigger impact in performance are the ones that
are doing a complex job with the HTML, CSS and JavaScript at the same time such as
changing the names of ids and classes to shorter versions.

While compressing the HTML might not have a performant im‐
pact, you should remove HTML comments as a general rule as don’t
have any usage and they increase the final size, even compressed.

CSS
HTML5 doesn’t work alone and it’s very common to always have a companion CSS piece
of code for styling and layout. Several questions arrive when working with CSS and
performance that we will answer in this section.

Internal vs External
There are three ways to work with CSS: inline, internal stylesheets and external style‐
sheets.

Inline CSS involves the usage of the style attribute on one HTML element such as:

<section style="background: blue">
   Some content
</section>

Internal stylesheets are the ones that uses the <style> element with selectors, such as:

<style>
section { background: blue }
</style>
<section>
    Some content
</section>

And finally external stylesheets uses external files:

<link rel="stylesheet" href="styles.css">
<section>
    Some content
</section>

Unless you have some specific and rare situations, you don’t want to use inline styling
and compared to internal stylesheets it doesn’t have any performance difference.

The question arrives when discussing external vs internal stylesheets. Before answering
the question, let’s remember two things:
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• Each HTTP request has a cost in terms of TCP connections, HTTP headers and
the high latency we have on mobile connections

• The browser will not start the rendering process until all the known CSS stylesheets
are loaded

Based on the previous sentences, we can argue that internal stylesheets are better: they
don’t create a new HTTP request (they travel within the HTML) and the browser doesn’t
need to wait more time to start rendering.

Well, for the initial view internal CSS is the best. However, I know what you might think:
what happens with caching and the rest of the HTMLs that may use the same CSS file.
Well, here comes the part when you have to decide and find your own balance between
performance for the initial view and performance for next visits.

What is clear is that for both internal or external stylesheets you need to avoid the
inclusion of “future CSS”, meaning CSS selectors that you are not really using in the first
visit. It was common a couple of years ago to create just one big CSS stylesheet that is
linked from every web page. It’s fine from a cache point of view, but it will harm your
user’s first visit performance -on the most important visit-. Therefore, only use the CSS
that you really need for that first view to reduce the rendering latency.

Only one external file
If you are going with an external stylesheet, be sure you will use just one file -so one
HTTP request only-. You can join multiple CSS stylesheets manually into one file or
you can use server-side scripts, tools and modules that will do it for you.

Loading External CSS
There are two ways to load external CSS files: through a <link> element -the HTML
way- or through a @import declaration inside a stylesheet -the CSS way-:

<!-- The HTML way -->
<link rel="stylesheet" href="styles.css">

<!-- The CSS way -->
<style>
@import url('styles.css')
</style>

In terms of performance, the HTML way is the preferred one because the browser will
realize it has to download a CSS while parsing the HTML code. On the CSS way the
browser will realize it has to download the file after parsing the CSS that happens after
the HTML parsing, so we are delaying a couple of milliseconds the request to the CSS
file.
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In terms of where to use the link element, the answer is: as soon as possible, and that
is always at the top of your HTML. While technically you can insert references to ex‐
ternal CSS files anywhere in the HTML page, doing it at the top will guarantee that the
browser will download it and it will start the first render as early as possible.

Remember to flush early all your CSS declarations so the browser can
start the download process as early as possible, that will lead to a faster
rendering initial process and a better speed index.

Non-blocking CSS
As we already mentioned, the browser will block the rendering until all the known
stylesheets are downloaded and parsed. Therefore, every CSS declaration you have -
internal or external- is a potential performance issue that will affect initial rendering.

If you have a media query that is false at the time of the loading (let’s say orientation:
landscape when the browser is in portrait), the browser will download that file anyway
but on some browsers at least it won’t block the rendering process.

Even if you put your CSS link elements at the bottom of the page or
with a false media query, the browser will prioritize it and down‐
load it before starting to render the page.

If you have some CSS stylesheets that you know for sure won’t affect the initial rendering,
you can use an asynchronous loading operation that won’t push initial rendering.

At the time of this writing, the web community is working on a spec to allow a lazy
loading for CSS external using a lazyload boolean attribute:

<link rel="stylesheet" lazyload href="external.css">

At the time of this writing, no browser is supporting this attribute so we need to hack
it using a library of injecting a CSS using JavaScript after the rendering has happened.

Some libraries that can help you are loadCSS or AsyncLoader.

To inject it through JavaScript, we can use different JavaScript events, such as DOM‐
ContentLoaded, load or even a trick to detect the first paint operation (after the first
rendering) using the Animation Timing API (known as requestAnimationFrame) on
supported browsers.

For example:
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// Multiplatform support
window.requestAnimationFrame = requestAnimationFrame || mozRequestAnimationFrame || webkitRequestAnimationFrame || msRequestAnimationFrame;

if (window.requestAnimationFrame) {
        window.requestAnimationFrame(loadCSS);
} else {
    // API not available, we use the load
        window.addEventListener('load', loadCSS);
}

function loadCSS() {
        var link = document.createElement('link');
        link.rel = 'stylesheet';
        link.href = 'nonblocking.css';
        var head = document.getElementsByTagName('head')[0];
        head.appendChild(link)
}

Minifying
Even when doing HTTP compression, compressing or minifying the CSS will help in a
smaller transfer and a faster rendering. There are plenty of tools available to the job
including some online solutions, such as CSS Minifier or CSS Compressor.

For console tools, the YUI Compressor is a great tool while the YUI browser plugin
already covered before will also do the work for you.

Web Fonts
Web fonts is the ability in CSS3 to load custom fonts to render on the screen. While it’s
a very nice feature, it has a big impact on performance.

Text by default is a non-blocking resource; that means that when you have text in your
HTML, the browser will render it as soon as the render starts. However, when we apply
a custom font, we convert a non-blocking text into blocking. As you can see in the next
figure Figure 3-10, it’s common to see empty boxes with no text on this situations while
the font is being loaded.
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Figure 3-10. While a custom font is being loaded, some browsers will not render anyCSS | 89



text at all.

Because of this problem, some mobile browsers (such as Chrome and Firefox) have
started to define a request timeout in the last versions after enabling a default font family
on the text. If after 3 seconds the font file wasn’t loaded they will default to the fallback
font. Safari on the other hand will hold the text rendering until the font file is complete
while IE renders the text in the fallback font and then re-renders everything when the
font is downloaded.

Every variant of the font (including italics, bold and bold+italics)
will use a separate font file, so try to keep their usage to the minimum

We we mentioned before, besides WOFF format, we should compress all the other font
file formats that will give us an additional 15% savings in data transfer.

Selecting Web Fonts
The browser needs to download the font before rendering the text; therefore the font
file size should be as small as possible. Smaller files can be found when having simpler
glyphs. Some font files are optimized for printing and therefore they have glyphs with
more information that the one needed for a mobile screen. That means that there is
room for optimization removing complexity from some glyphs on the font file when
you have the right to do it.

Also, sometimes you can remove glyphs that you are not going to use at all, such as
greek characters on a website primarily in English.

A free tool available on the web for font manipulation is Web Font Generator.

Web Font CDNs
Google has a free tool with more than 600 open source fonts available at Google Fonts.
There you can pick one font, select the styles and character set we want and see the
impact on the page load time for the selection as you can see in Figure Figure 3-11.
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Figure 3-11. At Google Fonts we can have a preview of how much impact that font will
add to our website’s performance

Adobe has also a selection of more than 500 Web fonts available to use at Adobe Edge
Web Fonts.

The advantage to use a Font CDN, such as Adobe Edge Web Fonts or
Google Fonts instead of serving the files ourselves is that the user
might have already the font cached from other website using the same
provider.

Loading Web Fonts
Web Fonts are declared in a @font-face declaration inside a stylesheet. Therefore if we
want the loading process to be as fast as possible we need to make sure the browser read
that declaration as early as possible. Therefore, internal stylesheets is the preferred way
so the browser doesn’t need to download first a CSS file to realice it needs to download
a font file.

<style>
@font-face {
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        font-family: MyFont;
        src: url(myfont.woff);
}
</style>

Other additional requirement for the browser to start a font download operation is to
know that the font file will be used, so we need to have a CSS declaration using that font
family also at the top. Some browsers (such as Chrome and Safari) will go further and
they won’t download the font file if you apply it with CSS on an empty element with no
text.

When using Google Fonts, the fastest way to bring it without any JavaScript code is to
use the link version; for example, to load the Open Sans font we can use:

<link href='http://fonts.googleapis.com/css?family=Open+Sans' rel='stylesheet'>

To have a finer control of font’s loading, there is a new CSS Font Loading spec available
on Opera and Chrome for Android only at the time of this writing.

Using the API we can request a font loading form JavaScript and detect when a font is
ready and probably make a CSS swap from a fallback font to the new available font.

var myFont = new FontFace("MyFont", "url(myfont.woff)", {});
myFont.ready().then(function() {
    // The font is ready to use
});
myFont.load();

While we get support for all the browsers we can use some frameworks that will have
some fallback mechanisms for font loading such as fontfaceonload. This framework will
use the API when available and will use a different approach on non-compatible brows‐
ers.

JavaScript
JavaScript is a big enemy of initial loading performance by default. The main reason is
that JavaScript blocks parsing by default. That means that the browser will stop parsing
the HTML when it founds a JavaScript code (internal or external) and it won’t continue
until it’s being downloaded and executed.

Internal vs External
Following the same idea as in CSS, if you have some JavaScript code that must be there
for the initial rendering, it will be always better to have it in an internal script compared
to an external script which will need an additional HTTP request.

Remember than on HTTP, it’s better and much faster to download a bigger file and
several smaller files because of the latency and HTTP overhead.
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Therefore, if you have a script that is necessary for the initial rendering, inline it using
a <script> element.

Minifying
JavaScript can be minified to reduce it’s size and to obfuscate it. In terms of sizing, even
when you are compressing your files on your server thanks to HTTP Compression you
will gain around 15% when you are also minifying your code.

There are several minification tools available like the popular JSMin, the YUI Com‐
pressor or Google Closure Compiler.

The minified code will not have new lines, spaces and it might change the name of your
variables, objects and functions based on the type of compression you are applying as
you can see at the image Figure 3-12

Figure 3-12. A typical JavaScript code after being minimized and obfuscated

Loading External JavaScript
To load external JavaScript we have only one standard way, a <script> element with a
src declaration, as in:

<script src='jquery.js'></script>

The first question we may have is where to put these declarations: at the top or at the
bottom?

If you have learnt HTML a couple of years (even decades) ago, the rule was to insert
every <script> declaration at the top so the browser will download them first. It sounds
good; until you realize you are harming performance, badly. So for years we’ve seen
millions of websites with hundreds of script tags at the head blocking the parsing and
leaving you with a white screen for seconds.

As a general rule, today the recommendation is to insert every standard <script> tag
at the end, before the </body>. Therefore the browser will download every CSS and it
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will have all the content for start rendering the page before blocking the parsing because
of the JavaScript download. We are removing the JavaScript code from the critical path.

When moving the JavaScript code to the bottom on a mobile con‐
nection there is a possibility that the user will engage with the con‐
tent before the JavaScript was downloaded or executed so we should
manage that situation.

defer attribute
If we don’t need the JavaScript code to be executed before the page’s load, then we can
now use a boolean new defer attribute.So if we have this attribute, the page will down‐
load the file but executed it after the parsing has finished.

<script src='jquery.js' defer></script>

If you have several scripts with defer it’s guaranteed that they will be executed in order.

Code should never contain references to document.write that writes in the HTML as
an output from JavaScript when using this attribute.

async attribute
In newer browsers we can also specify that your script will not make changes on the
HTML and it can be loaded asynchronously through the boolean async attribute.

<script src='jquery.js' async></script>

In this case the browser will not stop rendering when finding the script and it will
download the file while it’s parsing the rest and it will just halt parsing while executing
it when it’s ready.

default vs async vs defer
On mobile browsers, both async and defer are available since Safari on iOS 5.1 (every
iOS device out there), Android Browser 3+, Chrome on Android, BlackBerry 7+ and
IE on Windows Phone 8+. If the browser doesn’t support them they will fallback to the
standard behaviour.

The figure Figure 3-13 shows the difference between the default script, the async script
and the defer script in terms of network, parsing and execution times.
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Figure 3-13. How network download, HTML parsing and JavaScript execution works
with the three <script> tag’s loading options available in HTML5.

If your script has a dependency, so it needs other JavaScript, you
shouldn’t use async as there is no guarantee in execution order when
used. You can use defer in these cases.

In terms of performance, using async or defer will improve download and it will reduce
the parsing block you have by default with JavaScript code.

Script loaders

Another way to load scripts asynchronously is to inject <script> tags with JavaScript
instead of inserting it in the HTML directly. This idea lead to several loader frameworks
available, such as RequireJS.

If you have any external widget in your website, including Facebook Like button, Twitter
widget, Google Analytics you must use an async version of those scripts available on
those websites to reduce the block parsing of your website.
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Browsing like in mainland China
In 2014 I’ve travelled to China and I’ve dealt from dozens of websites suffering from
what I know called the “mainland China effect”.

In mainland China some websites, such as YouTube, Facebook and Twitter are blocked
by the government -compared to Hong Kong and Macau, both in China but independent
on some matters-.

What does this matter has to do with performance? Well, while visiting from my mobile
phone several western websites -newspapers, blogs, and any sites- I had a very bad
performance issue. Most of these websites were blocked for around 30/40 seconds while
trying to load scripts from Facebook, Twitter or YouTube. And they were using a block‐
ing standard script tag, so because those websites were blocked, the browser tries to
download the script while blocking the parsing.

So, you might probably not know that you have this problem; and besides the chinese
people browsing your website, what happens if one day Twitter’s or Facebook’s servers
are down? Your website takes 40 seconds to render on users’ screen when the timeout
happens.

Therefore, to avoid the “mainland China effect” use always asynchronous scripts when
using scripts from third-party servers. In fact, you can easily block these websites with
a proxy or tampering with your hosts file to see if you suffer from this problem.

Using well-known frameworks
When using well-known frameworks -such as jQuery, Angular, Modernizr- you have
the option to host the files yourself on your server or to link them from a CDN.

The advantage of linking them from a CDN is that there is a good chance that the user
already has that file on the browser’s cache thanks to a previous visit to a different
website.

Some CDNs available for well-known frameworks include:

• Google Hosted Libraries
• Microsoft AJAX Content Delivery Network
• Bootstrap CDN
• jQuery CDN
• CDNJs
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Only one external file
Following the same rule as in CSS, if you are loading external JavaScript files you should
load only one (unless using a different asynchronous technique). That will improve the
performance loading all the JavaScript code necessary in one shot reducing the latency
in parsing.

Load Events
Most JavaScript developers are aware on the load event (and its HTML attribute on
load). It’s the second event you learn after the click when learning JavaScript.

The window’s load event (used in <body onload=""> in HTML) is executed when the
whole page is loaded, and that means that the HTML and CSS was parsed and executed,
the JavaScript was executed, the images were downloaded and everything is rendered
on the screen.

If you are doing something after the onload that doesn’t need all this (usually image
loading), you can anticipate your code to the moment and increase user’s perception of
loading.

The new event available on all the mobile browsers today is known as DOMContentLoa
ded. This event will be fired when the DOM is ready (that is, the HTML is fully parsed
and in memory) while the browser is still downloading resources. We can then bind
event handlers, makes decisions and enable features before the onload. You can see the
difference in action at Microsoft DOMContentLoaded Test.

If you are a jQuery developer, you’ve probably heard about the $
(document).ready event that was a way to emulate DOMConten‐
tLoaded before it was available

Therefore, if you are currently using the load event, analyze what you are doing there
and think about the possibility of moving it to DOMContentLoaded from the docu
ment, such as in:

document.addEventListener('DOMContentLoaded', function() {
        // Do something here
});

Images
As we mentioned before in this book, Images are non-blocking by default. When you
have an image you are not blocking the parsing (as JavaScript does) and you are not
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blocking the rendering (as CSS does). The browser will leave a placeholder in the ren‐
dering while the image is being downloaded and decoded.

To improve rendering performance, we should define the image’s dimension from the
HTML or CSS side so the browser knows exactly the placeholder to use and it will reduce
rerendering and repainting operations when the image is ready.

For example <img src=logo.png> can be improved using:

<img src="logo.png" width="300" height="100" alt="Logo">

Inline images
Inline images using Data URI is a way to embed an image in the HTML or CSS instead
of requesting an additional file.

For example, we can define an img tag with the image itself inside it, without using an
external file. This can be done using a base64 encoding of the image file—basically,
storing the binary file as a set of visible ASCII characters in a string. This is great for
small images, icons, backgrounds, separators, and anything else that doesn’t merit a new
request to the server.

The size of an image (or any other binary file) will increase by about
30% when it’s converted to a base64 string for a data URI, but its size
will be reduced again if we are serving the document using GZIP
from the server. Therefore, at the end it will be the same size or even
smaller.

Some examples

The syntax is data:[MIME-Type][;base64],data. The data can contain spaces and‐
newlines for readability purposes, but some browsers won’t render it properly. It’s better
to maintain it in one line.

To convert an image file to a base64 string representation, we can use any online con‐
verter or command-line utility. There are free and online alternatives at Web Utils and
Base64.

For example, the O’Reilly logo (original PNG file 75 pixels wide) attached as a data URI
image looks like this:

* <img width="100” height="17” alt="O’Reilly” src="data:image/
png;base64,iVBORw0KGgoAAAANSUhEUgAAAEYAAAARBAMAAAC‐
Si8f4AAAAA3NCSVQICAjb4U/gAAAAGFBMVEX///////8AAACpqanMzMxmZ‐
maHhoQ/Pz9kt3AEAAAACHRSTlMA/////////9XKVDIAAAAJcEhZcwAAC‐
xIAAAsSAdLdfvwAAAAcdEVYdFNvZnR3YXJlAEFkb2JlIEZpcmV3b3JrcyB‐
DUzQGstOgAAAAFnRFWHRDcmVhdGlvbiBUaW1lADEyLzExLzA5uegAp‐
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gAAAQNJREFUKJGVkUFTwyAQhfMXXiH1LA3hDMTeSVD‐
PidW7WnMvkxn/vo+MsamX6s7wgOy3O29JgetR/
I2Rdy8B8HIcAyhj8PLIr0dsuYlDF8i8KWWC/BRKaVCUTaJmkhcDuNOHLV‐
CaJg6VfJY6JivqGJ‐
HEjn00q3tpsGcfd0KuuGdx2+fsmSl3m2r2k2gGg30i434xSMlmht0YbR
+EflAU71dMW89zzWcy2W61eF6YssK5j3vlII81Lj0vzOKHaX‐
CuSz8334ybgC2bkdlUK6ZeMVvTdMM0M0IL3fmQskbD08LA8YHDzGDw9Nyn7Hziuv1hsH/
PltCQi9770MmsXFaGf/z3q/EFatlL/IFsBmgAAAAASUVORK5CYII=” /> *

Performance Impact
While it seems like a good idea to reduce external requests, the problem with inlining
images is that we are converting our by-default nont-blocking images to a blocking
image.

If we inline the image in HTML then the browser will need to download and parse the
image with the HTML, so it will be a bigger download and a bigger processing time
before rendering.

If we inline the image in CSS, we are pushing the rendering time as CSS blocks rendering
by default.

Therefore, I don’t recommend using this technique as a general rule. However, there
are some exceptions:

• When you are loading a CSS file asynchronously
• When used for really small images (such as bullets)
• When used for images that you really need for the first view, it’s important as data

and is what the user is expecting
• When there is no need to cache the image for future usage

As always the best suggestion on specific cases is to try two or three
cases and measure them so you can make decision based on real data.

We are going to use this technique for other purposes as well later in this book.

Image Files
Even images being non-blocking, that doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t care about image
size. The load event will not fire until all the images are loaded and that means on some
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browsers that the spinner or animation loader will not stop. And we’ve already men‐
tioned that perception of speed is sometimes more important than the real speed.

Therefore, image load should be fast. To do that we need to compress our images and
pick the right format per image. There is a lot of discussion around which format to
pick and I will keep that outside of the scope of this book but I will suggest Smush It! as
a great online tool for optimizing your images without loosing quality.

Optimization as a service
Some CDNs will offer you some optimization as a service solutions that will compress
your images on the fly (sometimes with resize services). Services such as Sencha Src and
WIT by Scientia Mobile

New optimized formats
Besides the well-known GIF, Animated GIF, JPEG and PNG formats, newer mobile
browsers support new formats available that will help you in delivering smaller files
with the same quality. Unfortunately, support for these new format is still browser-based
so server-side adaptive delivery will be necessary:

• JPEG-XR, available only on IE is one evolution of the JPEG format that is optimized
for high resolution images, creating better quality with less size compared to JPEG.
It support both lossy and lossless pictures.

• WebP, open format created by Google, tries to replace both JPEG and PNG files
(lossy and lossless formats) getting the same quality with a 25-40% reduction in file
size. It’s available on Chrome on Android, Opera and Android Browser since 4.1.

• Animated PNG (APNG), it’s a non-standard animated format based on PNG that
can create better and smaller animations compared to Animated GIF. It’s available
only on Safari on iOS since 8.0 at the time of this writing.

CSS Spriting
CSS sprites is a web design technique for reducing the number of image server requests
on a web page. There are a lot of online resources and books available on this technique.
For now, suffice it to say that if you have many images in your site (preferred logos,
icons, background images, flags, and so on), you can reduce all of those to one big image
with all the originals inside and use a CSS mask to determine which portion of it to
show in each container.

This technique has a great impact on web performance. Instead of <img> elements, we
will use any block element (div) or any block-converted element using display: block,
such as a span or a tag.
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Finally, in some browsers this technique can have an impact on rendering performance,
because the big image will be duplicated in memory for each usage. We need to balance
the performance gained through the reduction of requests with the performance lost in
the rendering engine in some browsers.

So, if you have 10 icons each one on a different image, instead of 10 different requests
(with all the latency involved per request) we can convert it to a 1 request only with all
the 10 icons inside.

Conclusion
In this chapter we’ve covered basic tricks to improve the performance of initial view of
your website or webapp without too much effort from our side. In the following chapters
we will continue seeing techniques for improving future visits, the experience and per‐
ception after the page has been loaded and also how to apply other techniques that will
allow us to get extreme performance on our mobile websites.

As a review, let’s make a list of some important things we need to care about to improve
performance:

• Server configuration, supporting HTTP/1.1 and compression
• Reducing requests and making resource loading cookie-less and with a possible

domain sharding
• Optimizing the HTML for early flush and DNS cache
• Keeping CSS as short as possible, with fast loading to reduce render blocking
• Use new loading techniques for JavaScript to avoid parse blocking
• Optimize images to reduce network usage.
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